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thermal conductivity of tool, BTU/HR FT °F 
thermal conductivity of insulation, BTU/HR FT °F 
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- .. --·J'··- -- .. ----··~----• ,.. ··--··· ·~--·-----------
distance between ··nodes, FT 
rate of heat flow for node x, BTU/HR 
·~ 
a~ea of section normal to heat flow, FT2 
e gradie11t with respect to heat flow 
in direction x, °F/FT 
mass density, LB /FT3 
m 
At difference in time values, HR 
0 specific heat at constant pressure, BTU/LB F 
m 
thermal diffusivity = K/C p , FT2 /HR p 
thickness of insulation, FT 
cold side temperature of side insulation, °F ,a 
cold side temperature of bottom insulation, ·OF 
• 
cold side temperature of top.insulation, °F 
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. .. ··- ------··· - --- -----------. 
----ABSTRACT I, 
The temperature encountered in a metal cutting op-
~ration is considered the most important factor to the 
pr·oper functioning of a cutting tool. Of the experimental .i. 
,,----------------------~-- ~---_ ------·methods· availa.ble ___ to measure cutting temperatures, -most~ -- --
are highly inaccurate or involve cumbersome experimental 
~etups. Analytical model~ have been developed to deter-
\ mine average interfa-ce temperatur·es· ·a:t1a-·-t:empera.Eure ____ '. ____ _ ------- - - - --------------- - - ~ 
. -- ·------- - --- -- - -------
- ---'----- - - - - - _- . ~ -
... 
dis_tributions of the interface area. At present these 
models are based on,, over-generalized assumptions and have 
not been verified experimentally. 
This thesis shows the development.Gf an analytical 
-model for determining the interface temperatur·es when 
• 
using a relaxation technique. A cutting tool and its 
immediate surroundings are represented by algebraic 
equations. These equations represent the heat flow in 
the tool during a cutting operation. The model reflected 
the experimental setup during cutting. The model was 
compared experimentally with a tool-chip thermocouple 
~
0and agreement of the order of + 10% was observed. The 
-
. model can be used not only to determine the average tool-
chip interface temperature, but the temperature distri-
bution of the over-al,! tool. 
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The developed model proved e somewhat insensi--
... 
tive to physical constants and the surr unding environment. 
Its use as a practical, accurate method for determining 
cutting temperatures is possible without the need for 
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·imental setups, .tedious iterative--,calculations, over-
.. generalized assumptions, and unavailable physical 
constants for tools and work materials. 
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·, ·• ·, . 
... , . 
·INTRODUCTION 
The first study of the effect of temperature in 
a metal cutting process was an experimental point of 
---·-- ···- --- .. 
view made by F. w. Taylor; 1 as early as 1907. He noted ·· ······· 
---· -- ------------ - -·· ·-
. -··- .. -· .. ---· 
-~···-----------=--===~~--· .. _that. increased cutting speeds resulted in increased tool 
--·-------··- . 
. -·-_ .. :__~------------temperatures and consequently reduced tool life. Since - ---- ·--. 'I 
.-~-~··"'"'~·""'°"'"=·,.,_,.,.,=~-··7 =,·,c--!:,.,l'l~ _ time of Taylor, much work bas been done experiment-
ally, quantitatively, and analytically to tr.y to 
--·-accur~tely explain the role bemperature plays in metal 
cutting, and to be able to calculate and measure its 
distribution and average value for, ·the tool and workpiece. 
Of all the energy consumed in a metal cutting process 
~ --·-·--··------. abouc 1 co 3 ·percent- represent-s · work of deformation 6f 
-~---~--'t=-=h=-=-e~ workpiece (energy stored in the workpiece) , and 
residual stress in the chip. The remaining 97% of the 
power is transformed· into heat. This heat raises the 
·- ..... 
- temperature of workpiece, chip, tool and lubricant. Of 
the 97% of the power dissipated into heat, it has been 
estimated that two thirds is expended at the shear zone 
-
·-· ----~- -
and one third at the .tool-chip interface. The objective 
.. 
. :i;..:. 
.~~~-· -of a meta':l. cutt:Tng ·process -is-- the remci,ia·r of- meta!-I-Z-1 ------,----- --------
accordance with predetermined specifications. ·It is 
'I 




-------- . ' .. 1..1J-.., 
' 
... ---·---.. -------·--. --~· --~-----ana-·economically as possible. Increasing -the rate of - - ·--·----- .··-- ...... ' - . 
metal ·removal .... inqrease. __ s ____ t_be. ____ arno.un.t _____ of ..... he.at ______ put ____ i.n.to-.. -the ---·---.. -·----------=-... _,,------------ -----· _,. __ - ..... '. . -.. .. .. - -- -
' "" 
.... tool and wo·rkpiece, hence increasing temperature every-
.. 
where in the neighborhood of the shear zone and tool face. 




on the physical 
·material, and-on 
~ ,.,.. ' : 
' I ' 
propert~ of the cutting tool and work-
the forces req~ired for the removal of 
,,, ' 
the metal that it 'is of great interest to define and 
~~;::::=:====-determine· these--metal- -cutting temperatures. 
-- -- - --------------------------'--
----------------------- -
-
-The three ·mechanical properties of cutting tool : 
, materials that are the most desirable characteristics_ 
of-~-a:--cutting tool--are---hot- hardnes-s -resistance to werar __________ ------------- I I -' 2 
-- - -- -. - --
' and toughness. Hot hardness is the ability to retain 
hardness at elevated temperatures. Figure 1 shows the 
. -
. 
effect of temperature on Brinell hardness on various 
tool materials. As expected, the hardness of all the · 
tool materials decrease with temperature. At aoo°F 
the plain carbon steel loses approximately 70% of its 
room temperature hardness. Of particular notice is that 
for so·me tool materials very limited ranges of temperature 
can greatly affect hardness. 
Resistance to wear is the ability of a cutting 
tool to resiijt the wear caused by the work material Q 
(cutting wear, abrasive wear, galling wear). Figure 2 
shows the dependence of tool wear rate (at the crater) 
,· 
on average tool-chip interface t-emperature. The effect 
------·---------------- - . - ---- --- -- ----·---·----- ------------- --- ---- --- -- ---------------·-·----------=---~~==== 
--------·----- ----·----------·-----···----·----------
--~_ -1s--an- increase in wear rate for an increase in temper-
ature. 
-- ----- -~-+-- -----··-- --· -···-
:ere--Is-a marke-d effect on wear. The wear rate of the 
--·--···-----··---- .. " ---------···-
--- ---'-'-'-'- .. '-,' ·'~-- ------- -------·- -·-·- --- ---- --
- --- --- ---
- --------------------- -· .. --- ------- --------- ' - - -
~ ---. ~~-
AISI 4142 HSS tool at 10S0°F is approximately fourteen 
I 
- ' --- ---·--··-·· .-................. _. .... ' ........ ·- . 0 --- --·--. --------·---------- -··-===---=-~-- -----------~---====t_i:MEls-·-·gre·at.·efr--···1:·na:n tlie wear -rate -at 900 F. - - -- - - --------- ------------------------------- --
·- . - - ---·---- --·-- -------------- --
Toughness is the ability of a t0ol to resist .,. 
. breakage or fracturing. Toug,hness encompasses both 
,• - ' 
\ 
,I- I 4 
. ' -----·----·--'~----·· . .,., .. ,.,-. 
............ ..LL-~ . H 
') 
,''-( 
' . ' . . 
--- - -- •-•-•··- ·······~·-· ---·-···-,--• --· , .. - - --•·- _____ ....... : ....... --'.'.._ .. '--.-,-'':. 
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Figure 1 . ___ _ I) 
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:~ 
·· · AISI 4142 ~ .. - .... , .• ! . • 
~ 
-----c=,-··carbide -. ~~~~~:===·-=-· ---- -:__· --~.fr~- . -_ -___ .... -• . • . -·· ·-~- --- •• -.. ~ -·, --- . - -__ ---- ------------·---------· · ·- ----·-- ···--·-·-·. 
·--·--·- --··. ------·-----------------· ---m--. ---.,-.... ________ 
----- -- ---- ---------- .. ···-·"'<!',.,.·, -------- 7 
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strength and ducti~ity. A very hard tool has low due-
-··----·-···-- -·--··-- ----·- ---- ------·-·· --- - -tility, i.e., it is brittle and does not have a very good 
toughness. A softer tool is more ductile, less brittle 
and has a better toughness. The effect of temperature 
------------------~~-
_ on ______ ·hardness is shown in Figure 1. 
• 
-~ - ·--····--···--- ---·--· 




------ -------------- -- -----·· ----- -- 5 6 and that have b~en related to temperature ' are 
-- - ----------- _q.e£ormation and ·void_ formatien.-- Deformation of a- too1--
is the bulging of its flank under high temperatures 
- ;-··ia. 
,_ •. t 
---------------- --
. and forces-, The_ flank is "pushed II into the workpiece 
resulting, in abrasive wear. Quantitative analysis has 
shown that an i'ncreased number of voids are found in ~ 
7-
areas of high strain. This void formation is thought 
to undermine the strength of the tool thus aiding the 
I deformat-ion of the. flank. The greater the temperatures 
the more pronounced was the deformation. 
The methods of tool failure are generally classified 
into three categories; temperature failure, fracture, 
. -
and gradual wear. Temperature failure is caused by the 
·,' 
softening of the tool at high temperatures resulting in 
rapid wear and sudden fracture. The formation of thermal 
cracks at·-c11e ,cutting edge ·i-s an.other type of temperature I, 
failure 1 but this is generally caused by intermittent 
· _heating and cooling of the tool and can l5e--=·avcriae·c:1-·-15y·- __ ~~~::=-~~:-----~=====~~~--------::~ I-a-------· - --- .-·-----·---------------···-·- ·-·-.. --·--·-.. --- ______ - ----
----·-----,---:--,c·---·-·--,-c-·-----"-·'····--- -., ............ ,-,,,cc_"··c:·--.,-,-,--,--,--,-- -,, _______________ ,______ ---- ------- -- -·---~-- -----
·., using heat resistant graae-·--e·oo1-s·;---reducing the severity 
____ --_-~----'-___ - ___ of ____ the cutting ____ condition,···ana-·-us.ing--·--·negatl-ve-rake· tools 
•• -•• -----·--·· . ------ --·-•---·-·-·------•·••--• ·---·••••••••••••··-··--•-•••-••••-.-•••--•••u·-•-•·-•-•---·--•-•-·•••••••••••----•-••••-•·•---·-•••-••-•••--••·•••---•"'•--·----·---~-•-··-•-··---·----.-- -• --~--··--• -••••··· .----·-.:_-•• •• •-•••••. ··-· ... --,_-_ - .. ·- ··--·-•••-· __ .'" --- •- -•-- - ---- ._f. .. -:: __ ~--- • •" ._._--__ • __ ,·•· __ ·-·-~, -••• •-•••-- ·-···-··- - -:__ •. ---=---- •·•- -·------_______________ _:__ __ _ with large nose radii. Fracture is due to lack of 
support at the cutting edge and weakening effect of crater 
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wear. The cutting edge breaks off unde~ excessive 
loads. Gradual wear is when the tool has been worn· 
to the point where it can no longer function properly, 
either size or finish, it has reached its tool life. 
...... ': .. ':_ .. : ,.. ---, .. 
. -- -- ';- .. -- ,_ --
The effect of temperature -on---the mechanical propeJ:ties ___ - _ -
of a tool and.in turn their relationship to the methods 
of failure of a cutting tool are quite evident. 
"· Temperature has many effects on_ the work material. 
With ··an increase in temperature at ~he shear plane, the 
- -- ---
-- y-ield -streng-tn -i·s lowered and hence affects the cutting 
forces required. The homogeniety of the workpiece is 
certainly altered and isotropic propertie-s"l>_--eeme into-
play. The temperatures reached during_a cut will 
,determine the final metallurgical state of the machined 
surface., (tempering, case hardening, etc.)-. 
' . ·-
--------
The effect of temperature can be seen by its influ-
ence on the various cutting relationships that have 
been derived; Trig'ger and Chao 8 have shown that·with a 
decrease in interface temperature there is an increase 
... 
I , 
in the coefficient of sliding friction. W~_~h-. ci.n ___ ,incr.ease ____ _ .-, ---··------ --- ·--·-----·-----·--- . . ___ ,, _________ .. --· -- --- ----- - ----- ---·-----~---·-· -·- - -- - -·- -- -
---- ----------
... 
-----~--- ----in- th-e -a-oefficient of friction there is a reduction in 
------------~-
----------the shear angle. This subsequently reduces the chip 
_t_hickness ratio. The coefficient of friction, chip 
·thickness ratios, shear ~ngl.er;; J~tc-_ar_e .all .val-u:e-S tha-t ---~=----------=-:.:---_--_____ _ a;;;:~=~~~=---~------ --- ---·--·--- --- . . ---·- ····------- ~-~--:_- -- - - --___ _ _ ...... -... -.. -----· ----------·-·-·---··----------9---------------· 
-------·-




-- are used in the equ?1,t.ions derived by Merchant for 
orth_Qg(?_llal __ cutting_. ______ Th_e___pr_inc.ipl.e-- forces- (v-ertical, ------~-
horizontal) are influenced by two main considerations; 
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the geometry of the process. 
•' ' 8 Trigger and Chao con-
, I . eluded that it is the effect of the cutting temperatures 
--·.· on the coefficient of sliding friction that is the 
. major .factor affecting metal cutting phenomena. 
. -.--~-----. ----~~;._-----···---- It is quite apparent that the temperature-at--the---------------~-
-· -~-- - - -
tool-chip interface is closely related to tool life, 
surface finish and power required. Ma·ny\equations have 
been developed that show temperature to be the most 
. significant parameter in the metal c4tting .situation. 
10 One relationship proposed by Schallbroch and Schaumann 
. h ~ . h A,lll:!lt, -B h 
. 1 1 · f 8 b 1u 1n w 1:~ L = \i;7 ., · w ere L is too __ 1 ~-'-- ____ g.~S.D te tern-
-- ---------
------··--·--
.. --· - ----·---
·perature, and A and B constants. B was found to have a 
value of 20 as a result of experimentation. That is, 
the tt>ol life varied to approximately the twentieth 
power of the temperature at the tool-chip interface. 1 Taylor showed that tool life could be related to speed 
by the equation VTN= C, where V was the cutting speed, 
T tool life, and N and C constant~ peculiar to tool and 
workpiece. This states that tool life is inversely 
' ..... - . 
. ' . 
I .•' ;' 
proportional to speed •. T~_igger~1_in_ some. c£ his- -ealier--- ----. ~ - - ---------· • ----.--c---- -···:-- -·-- ·--- -- _J 
--
' •, 
work found that cutting temperature is a power function - . ( •.. , .. 
of cutting speed in accordance with T = cJSI /::V is the 
portional to ~h-~ .... 9_qtting _tempe_r_atur-e-)-.--------·--- --~-- ------------- ----· . 
whose hardness is considerably greater than_the metal 
being cut in·order to resist the forces and abrasion. 
' , 
._,._ 
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·-97% of the input power required dur·ing a cut is converted · 
into heat. This heat increases the environmental tem-
perature of the shear plane, tool-chip and tool-workpiece 
-------. interfaces to such a degree_ as to have a marked leffect 
------- -~~-----9n --the physical and chemical -properties of the tool and ______ _ 
workpiece. These properties in· turn are the governing 
factors affecting tool failure, power requirements, f •• ' 
surface finish and cutting relationships. 
The principle methods of experimentally measuring 
temperature in metal cutting are radiometry, observation 
of temperature sensitive paints, calorimetry and thermo-
couples. 12 
Radiation the~mometry uses a_photo sensitive cell 
to yield an electrical signal related to the intensity 
of incident light. Radiant energy emitted from a hot 
surface is focused by lenses onto the photo sensitive 
cell. Since this radiation is proportional to the fourth 
power of the absolute temperature the range of readings 
is quite large. Another disa~vantage of this method is 
. .... 
. that the emissivity of a hot surface is dependent on 
------ _...:,. ______ ..... ______ ·---· --- .. --.-~--,=-- -- - - . 
... 
material, surface roughness, and 0 over-all cleanliness. 
The most recent work using radiation thermometry was _ 
.. -
,.,. ... 
::...:.:_:~::..:..;:--~=~=--~: __ ~-~---:..:::...---=-:--_--=----_:_:_--~-~-~-----::_-~_~_'-C__te.,..,)T!. ·e=hy=Re±ctr.e:l'ibaGk-:~~=.-:He:~eeuseci .a Iead StlIFide• eeH=-----=----__ _ 
-
-- --- __ Qntq_ ___ t_b_e. ____ Js_he_a_r ___ p_lane __ and ___ mea.sur.ed ...... th~~:-~::i-J~~_:····:.i:~--::=·:t~Jnpe~~-t--\lr-e- -- _ __________ _ ___ _ __ . -·---· -- --------------------------------------- .. -
---,- ---- ·-· ---- -------- ------------,-------




-------- ----------- - - -_ --- --_ -with -time. He e_s_tiiµateq__·an ___ eJ:a:uilibr_i_um_ __ t_ime ___ o_f_ _ _._2 __ _ IL---:----------------------------------
seconds which was inc~nsistent with t'he measured c~ip-- ___ _ ~ 
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tool equilibrium of .·04s~sec6hds. His experimental 
- " 
_--~_set up was very complic~ted and was limited to a shear 
" 
',•- - ' - ... ----- T"- •- " 
.·--... 
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. ' 
plane temperature and orthogon~l cutting. 
'The use of temper colors has long been discounted 
as a reliable method of mea~suring temperatures. The 
. _ .. method consists of applying temperature sensitive paints 
-~-----·to objects ?1,nd comparing the coloi:-s these paints at-· 
tain to paints that have been subjected tq known tern~ 
peratures. The difficulty of this method,is not only do 
·-
the paints depend on temperature, but also on material, 
films, and lubricants. 
The indirect calorimetric technique has been used 
mainly to measure the division of the heat energy 
during a.metal cutting operation among the chip, tool, 
and workpiece. If precautionary care is taken in re-
ducing the amount of heat lost from the tool, workpiece,. 
and the chips during and before the calorimetric measure-
ments, accuracy of within 5% is obtainable. Although 
' 
~he method is experimentally and theoretically simple 
it can be used only to measure the division of the heat 
generated, and average temperatures of whole bodies. 
~ -· - L 





__ ____ _ It is not possible. to measure instantaneous or localizeq _ ---·--· ---------·----·-. ··-· --- --~- -:--- - - ----- ·-- - .. ---- -----·--·---------·--· ·-· 
"'I• I·-, 
-- ----,-.----- --··· ---
~-----temperatures with the calorimetric method. 
Thermocouples buried within tools have been used 
__ .__ -- -------
to try ·-to dete-rnri~-e-a-··-p-oir1t. by point tempe-r-at·u-re--gr-ad-ien-t-;--
--··-----·------------di.s~~y <:l.'.l}t:~g.e ____ o~-~~~thi.:§~Jllet_llqd __ i_s--t-r--y--i-ng~---t-0--ex-t-r-a1~e-l-a-t.-e -~--. --__ -___ -... - ---- -----~ ~ 
' - "'"""r',.. . . . 
, •• ._! -.-. -~ 
-~- - I I - -,:,-------,-, 
a temperature from an interior point to an exterior 
surface point. X ray methods etc.· ;must be used for lo-
.' ·eating the exact ·position o.f the thermocouple junction. 
The data obtained· from buried· thermocouples is subjected 
'·,10 
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to the limitations that it can not be obtained close 
enough to the surface where the local temperatures are 
desired and therefore large errors may be introduced 
\ in thermodynamically extrapolating it to the surface • 
L_ 
. . ___ ,.,. ,_. . .......... - . 
. ---·· -·······------------------------ . 
__ .::-·--- When using this method usually the simplifying assump-----
tion of orthogonal cutting is made. 
Perhaps the most successful method.- avai-lal?le fo_r _ -
measuring average temperatures ate-the tool-chip inter-
face is the use of the tool-work thermocouple technique. 
1 14 15 Gottwein and Herbert were one o·f the first people 
to apply thermometry to metal cutting. The underlying 
principle of a thermocouple is that when two dissimilar:.·: 
· metals approach various temperatures at a hot junction 
. 
. 
an emf is produced that is proportional to the-se tern-
. 
-----·-------·---" - ----- -- ----
------·--·· -- . ---- -
- ·- - - ---per a ture sand that can ~e measured by a potentiometer 
at the cold junction of the two metals. Many standard 
' thermocouple tables are present:J;.y ayailable r.elating 
·' . 
._.,·:t 




----- -~~--- t;emperatur-e to emf {chrome1-~a:1ume·1,-- iron~con.sta:-tin·e-; · ---- - - -~ 
" 
etc.). The tool-work thermocouple uses the steel work-
piece as one member of the thermocouple and the cut_t,ing 
---------_-----_------l~eelr-:0~.-i=n-seE-13---a-S--"Ehe---othei~--membe-i-~.------T-he~-mu-tu-al-hot 
junction of the -two membe~s is ·the tool-chip interface. 
- In reality there -i~. ~ore then --one - junction between -the 
-·-------·----·--·------·-------···--···---·-------------····-···----·--·-···-- . ------------··-·· .. -····--------·---------·----
-· .. -· -:c· -- - --- -
--------~-
------=------·-------
• , _ . wor~p_t_~9.~---- ,~n.d. _ t .. oo.l_.___ .. Ther_e ____ ar_~::···--a ....... s.er..i.e.s .... o.f ....... sma-1--1-- .:t-he-r------·--·-··'"--------------------·-·····-:- ... .. ·~----........ ·-···,,_._._-... -.--- ... ------:----··..J"" .. ~-------·-·"--'"·· .. --.......... ---· ·~ . , ... - --· --------------~-------·· --- . . 
. 
·----- ----------- ----
- , . 
- . 
----=-.·, - -- --
··---,..,,--. 
. - ____ _.__~------~-;:;~ ~ --~------inocOup~ies ··--in ___ paralle l at ·a11 6£~-the -i-ittle-. peaks and_ 
valleys where the two dissimilar materials meet, for 
this reason an average, not a maximum, tempera_ture is 
·measured at the interface. Emfs produced by the· tool-
· workpiece thermocouple can be calibrated by comparison 
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with a standard thermocouple over a desired range of 
temperatures o 
The disadvantage of the tool-work thermocouple 
is the involved calibration procedure and complicat~~ ___________ _ 
------exper irnental set up. The calibrati.on curves are often ~-- __ 
------ --
Sul?ject to interference from phase transformations and 
allotropic changes. _. In orde~ to calibrate, bars of the 
' 
- •.. ·,~; .. - •.·.:-1:i,-~·-·,·-· .• - . --
•• , -r • ~-----"'-- ·i--~......._, __ ,.,_, ···~·><'' ·· -•.· , ... • same mixture, grain. size, composition, sintering process,_. 
. --· - ---------- -· -- --·------- -·-· 
. ,, 
· and method of manufacture as the tools should be used. 
The same grades of tools but from different sarnples 
will give different temperature characteristics. 
- ,. ,- - - .. -~--- '·,, . 
- - . -·- -------- ·-----
l 
Factors such as chip force on the tool and the electrical 
effect of chip deformation are known to affect emf read~ 
outs. The presence of a built up edge removes some of 
the paralle:l thermocouples. Increased wear land de·creases 
- --------·- -----------. ---·-··---·--···----·- ··-
int~rface temperature by averaging the lower flank 
~-temperature with the higher interface temperature. The 
.. ·- -·-· _______ .. _____ ----
·-------------~ use of cutting fluids will affe~t the resistance at 
tbs i~terface by short ~ircuiting the small thermocoupt~$~---
Trigg~r16 estimat~~~~E: error ~f a too~:~():t'~_t:._}113rmo_.;..~-~--~-===s=~----~~~~. 
--------~-------~- ---· =-=--=--=-··--~-----"-'---·--,---~-'·---··-7:-··---------·'·'·------------ · · " t, ~ •.• • • 
couple to be~ approximately 120°F. As shown previously, 
a. wrong·'estimate of average interface te.mperatures of 
.... -7~-:--.----- -~~.=-::-.:: ....• .::::...~-~~---~L·:~~-=-=--··. :..=c-_·_ ., ·c -'· . • 
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-able for estimating temperature are inaccurate, have 
slow response times, and requir.e cutting conditions 
that are impractical. The readings in all these cases 
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are average temperatures over specified areas. An-
alytical methods have been developed to calculate. 
average temperatures and temperature distributions at 
the tool-chip interface. 
- -~-- ··---~-~-




One of the first .of the analytical approaches to 
-_metal cutting temperatures was made by Trigger and 
Chao17 in 1951. Their mathematical analysis corisisted . 
·. of first dete·rmining the proportion of energy of de-
formation which appears as sensible heat in the chip and 
converting this to rise in average temperature of the 
~ above ambient temperature·· as it leaves the sh~ar 
' 
zone. T~s is accomplished by using the force and vel-
ocity relationships developed by Ernst and Merchant18 
(. 
. 19 
and the ene~gy results of Schmidt and Roubik. Next 
-- -- - -~- -- the quantity of heat liberated at the chip-tool inter-
face per unit time per unit area is found using·Jaeger 1 s 20 
solution and the average temperature rise considering 
a moving source of heat on the stationary chip, und~r 
steady state conditions, over the contact area is cal-
culated. The interfa·ce temperature 1s then~ taken to be 
. . . -
. -
-- -=- - --- -::i_DII!! ±_ - - - - . ..L 
. . . . .·, .. ' ... 
,-:'.-· -·- ·.-:-- .;,. --~··:··''·: .. -·:··--:·' - -----·-·····-·· .... 
'r --
-~~--......,..~~~=~-
--tne--~sum--of--~~the _____ temp~r-atiire_s __ aue to·-shear and ,;·-siia:Cng. · 
' .. 
contacts. Since the equations involve the specific 
--·· -~ -_ --.. ___ ~~··· _-_- -"~~:__:~~---- -·-heat · and thermal· conductivity of the tool material, .. ----------c-----~-·-·~---~-~~--=~==-~-=~~~-:-·.-.~--~:~~ 
---~------ --~~-~-~~ -~---- -·cc ,~ =-c-c C ·. :_ ~1:t i~_h ~~_J:'-~---t~!t!P§!:r.E~ll);§) :-~~p~~ dent ,_ . their _ soi u t: i.O n ..... i s_~_i:t-~---·-
~ .. . . 
. ' ,· ·~:t--.~,----~ 
- 1'. 
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it er-at i ve one~·;-------An __ ,_esl:Tina E-r·on·-o-f·---sne·ar-piane . temper attire 
~ ' 
-- - ··-- ·- -
is made and constants are used accordingly. · The ._cal-
·-culated shear plane· temperature is then obtained. · When 
the constants used agree with the temperature that is 
I . 
. • I 
, 13 
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ca·lculated, a solution is obtained. The same holds 
. . .. 
•.. --· • ....:.· ..... ------.---·--··· ,-7"' ' 
_- . .-- -----· • 
• 
true for the calculation of the temperature rise due. 
to sliding friction • 
-------·-··--·------- ;· '·. . The use of this. method is limited in theory to · _· _ _______,~-- --·-·- .. -----· ·---- - - --·--·--····· --·· ·--··-·····"•"·· ·---------------.-----------·-------·---·--·-----------------···· ---------··"'-·-·····•--<------·---· -·--·······--·--·-- - .. - .. ----
---._L 
. .. -- ---- ,·--~-- . 
_________ ·_. ______ .~--- _. __ . _________ orthogonal cut ting and a type two chip. Information 
----on constants for various materials is usually not avail-
·--.--·---·-- -- . ·- - -- . ----
-- ··----- - ----1- -- --·-·-
,, ._ . .:_,_. 
- . ~---- . -.~- --- -- -
able. The simplifying assumption. of the uniform dis-
tribution of shear and frictional energy is not well 
founded. Arbitrary assumptions are made concerning . 
the thermal energy that remains in the chip and that. 
which flqws into the workpiece. Comparison reveals 
• 
-that calculated data was consistently .,}\igher then the 
measured data, with close agreement occuring at higher 
cutting speeds for the limited data observed. 
Lowen and Shaw21 improved on Trigger and Chao• s 
. .method by introducing a method to calculate the fraction 
of the total shear-zone _heat leaving with the chip 
. ' . 
--- -- -- --·---·-~----:··-·-·- -· rather then assuming a value for it. Further, their 
. 
. 
c~lculated shear and-friction components of the total 
tool temperature as they varied with speed, did not 
------- - --- -----.---·- ---··--- ... ..:.. ... ---.,--- ~=..c=-·· =-~-----=-~~-=-=-~~~--=---c-
- -:agree-.·· with- -Tilg-ger~--ai1d Chao• s --re-~ult s ~--~;This· impro;ed 
;,:,..:,,.;.,.--------
--
-~---------111ethoa··-rsalso --·an. itei.ative oneA\.t§ince it utilizes the 
"'-
--- -- -------- -
- --------~--. .-=~.---~-----~ ~-~_:_-~~_:_~~-·-~~_: __ : __ _:_ ____ ~_.!-_~~:e~rat_ure_ ¢lependent constant q.,_.of thermal conductivity~-.... ::~.-- · _____ _ 
-·· ·-··---·--
- - ·--· -------·· ·· 
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rapid iterative ·method for computing the distribution 
of temperature at the tool-chip interface (previous 
--- ··:---~~-----· --· _· ____ · ----~n-alytical work dealt with average temperatures not 
- - - i- .. :,··· ••• 
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. I • 
distributions). It was their main purp.o-se to .. come to 
some definite conclusions concerning the temperature 
and heat flux distributionso They showed ·that by 
--· - '--· ----- --·-... --- __. ____ .-~~·- ··--·----··--··-·· ·····--- ·--·----·---
I 20 a I 
using Jaeger 0 s method of analysis with a uniformly ---- ~ .··. ---- ···~-- -----
• 
- . ·-----------
·-··· .. - -- - - - . - -
·- ---- ··- -----···-···· -
distributed heat flux at the chi.p surface the temper-.=------------,. 
ature distribution is not uniform .as a result of the 
- - -. ··-··--·,..-.------ ~--:-·-,:-· --•--. . --·---- --- --- .. 
--" 
.. ____ chip motion (the maximum shifting toward the seperation 
-• • • -. ,_ .. -• - --
• -L• > 
--·- - . - - --- . -· .. ---------------------------· -
point of the chip as spee~ or feed iricreases). If the 
heat flux is uniform at the chip surface it must be 
.i 
-· ··- ·- -- :. -- " ·t -~ ... ~-.,. .• likewise uniform over the contact at the tool face. - - ,.___. - ~ •t I . I 
Using Blok 1 s 23 partition principle from the point of 
-----------~-------~---- ----view of conduction- i-n the t-ool, t-he temperature. distri-
.I 
bution of the common interf·ace was calculated. What . · 
resulted was two completely contradicting temperature 
distributions at the common interface, even though 
the calculated and measured temperatures were in good 
-agreement. It was apparent_ that in order to bring the 
~ ---~-- - ----------- ·- ---
two distributions together the heat flux distribution 
. . 
-- ·- - . - t -:--- -•- -·-'-~ .. ,.; :; 
-- - -·----- - --- -- -- ---···- ---~ 
ct 
must be non-uniform. For this reason an f'.mpr_oved pro-
cedu~e using the method of ite~ation was_introduced. in· 
- -- . -------------.-~-------·---'--.----·· .:-··---.--.-e- ... _ -----=- -- ·--e·-"·-~·-.;-. . ~.:..__~--------~-'--------=--=--,------,-·-···· ·-r····--------..······ 
. ------- - -·-=...·----------· 
__ place of B·lok's partition principle, th.is invoJ_ved a 
.... :, . ,., . 
(.\ 
________ _,,,____ --second- er:-de~-Be-s-se--1- -fu-nc~t-i-0-n- that--ar-rbz.ed ___ at _ the ____ h_e__a t 
-=--=---::::-====-------=----··---. 
. 
-- -- ··- ------·-----------·-·--------- ----- ----- flux distribution and tempe·rature. distributio·n- simu.1------_-_-- ·--~--~:~~:--~-=-~---=-~-:- --~...: . 
- - --- -- . - . '-_- . - --
. 
. . . - --
·---------·--·tane.ous.ly .. _____ .. _________ · _______________ ., ______________________________ ----····---·····-·--·-......... ., ................... -..... .-.----·---···-----·-·-··-····-··-·"··. ··---·--------.. ··---·-·:---·--·-··--------,--··"·--·-·----~----·--~----
-----:-----.:....c__ ____ _T_he comRutat~onc!l_~ocedures for this method· are 
·,--' - _._ ·-. - ---~---·~---·-,-;-· 
. 
- . ------ . --------
-··------- -------.::-----_.,;.. 
1
:.~.-, .quite· burdensome. The comparisons between measured 
.. ,.::- ,·-· ·":· .. .:., ___ -.;'- ·'·-r·· ,7, ·.::.·-::- ,·-;' 
·- - . -
~ 
·and calculated temperatures did not prove favorable • .. 
.. . . . ..... _ --,-~ -· - ... . ..... -
. __ ·._ + ....... _. --~-~---··--'';.,· .· ______ :. ....... . 
The assumption is made that the pressure or friction 
. -·· -·. -·-·'----·· ... - . .. ... _. ·~ ··- ---- ---~-- -· -;- -~-.~ ....... ~ .... 
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force distribution is uniform at the interface~ • in-
-·- ·- ·--- ----
. ' ·~---------·---
-·formatio~ is lacking on this detail. The general pro-
_,w._ 
I 
. ·-----· - . 1 
· · cedure of· the method did fill a gap in the knowledge 
,. I ... -
--·.--·-·---------···---·- -----· ---• 
available concerning temperature distributions. 
- .. -. . . .. ··----·-- ·-------- -.. ,.. . ----·---------- •.•. --->-·-·· j 
.\ .. The -- -------- . ~~--] - - ---·-- - ---·---- - __ ..,:•. - -··--
-·--- - ------- .. --· ------ . 
- - --- - ----- -· 
.. ---. -- - - ---- -·- . ) 
- .. ~.>. ::" :·-
•' . :~· - : -
' . . -~~. 
iterative method of computing the temperature distri-
. . 24 bution both at the tool-chip and tool-work interface. 
They now used area source equations rather then point 
source equations. The same assumptions were still used 
{distribution of shear and frictional energy are uniform, 
ort,hogonal cutting, etc.). 
These analytical methods have increased the under-
., 
standing of the role of temperature in metal cutting. 
Unfortunately there has not been close agreement be-
- -tween experimental and measured temperatu-res for the 
_ iimited experimental _data __ taken. At present there is 
probably no method that has been developed that can 
. ~- + 0 ~ 
~ealculate temperatu~es within - -100 F. Until some 
u------~--...:~----'-~--
------------------- ------·--·------------ --------------·-·- - ---
- --- -- ----- --·---
light can be shed on the shear plane temperature dis-
tripution, shear energy and frictional energy, it is 
~---------=· =· ---====-=--~==F=-_SS'=-~·=--,=c~=-~--''-I__ _ __ ..... --- - =--' ;-C------~---·,C·'----.-·_'--- - __ . c _ -·- ----, - -------")'--·--- .... c.cc-.,~---·----·--··· •-•·'•·-····-'·---·-···--•---CC ..• ~ .... , .. - .. --.• ---····'••·•.-•··--~---- · -
..... ' . -;: .. 
{ 
----=-----'---· ' 
- -··- . ---··--· ,- --- -
- ·s.- -, ---- -
difficult·to do anything ~lse but.assume they a~e uniform. 
--.... _-_ -_--_ ------_ i'he"_ various authors have, however, come to . some con-
. . 
~ A • 'l. 
--·--
_c==-:c==·--· __ ··~---clusions a-s--t-h~ result---of these analytical methods; 
------·._---· -·-----_--·-----···_----·-·_------- ~·th·ei-··-·var·iat·±o·n······o~f·····c·onstant-s··-w±t·h·--··t·emperature·· .. ·-ts···b·e-1-±e·ve-d 
---· ,,,_ -------- ---· - ------- ---------·~-. --
N-----~----_t......::....:C:l ___ ~~ Y~ .. a ne~!!~ible effE:~~~--<:'_~ __ :t-~_mperature calculations 
1.:.. --- -· --
-:-,. ' 
-··· . - .. - -·--·-·- . .:.... ·---=·- .:~ ·- - ____ :;_ ____ _ 
. . ' . 
=" ~ - . - . 
- ""' ""' 
as are the assumptions that convection and radiation 
canJbe discounted as heat losses, and asse·ssments _of 
certain cutting conditions have been made. It ts hoped 
- . 
~ ' I· 
. ' . 
• f 
. .r· 
- ',· ,,,: ' ' 
_ I 
,. 
·, -,. : . -~,-,.- .. -----::~:-'.-
--· - ~- ----
------. 
- ---~----- -
-that these conclusions 
work. 
_______________________ ___.:. __ 
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-- -------· ----· . ·-· ---- -·_ .. ,.._ 
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encourage further 
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·' EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
. ' ·- -~·--·-·-· --
0 
-----··· ...... _ .. ··--.·-·-.. -- -- r . .. - - . . ' -~-----.·-- ~------------------ -- -- . - - -
!' In this .: ... the.s_is_,_ .. ~-a-mat-hema·t-ic-al-temper·ature -·-moder-·---. -~--- J . 
.... -- "_., ___ .:.___~-· - ·-·-·---·· ..... --- i 
" ~ 
j 
.. _ .. ___ .· _· ,· ·, .. · · .. -... _will be .developed which can be used --to predict average,--- ----------------···---------· f-
t 
. ·· • • • Ii . 
--- - --
-- -~-·--~ 
tool-chip interface temperatures and a temperature 
gradient for the over-all tool. The model incorporates 
the use of the relaxational technique for solving the 
0 
differential heat -transfer equations~ The use of the 
· model will exclude the need to calibrate tool--work 
. . thermocouples_ It will not be necessary to determine 
• 
vertical and horizontal cutting forces for use in energy 
equations. Shear angles, chip ratios, etc. need not 
• be calculated. A simple experimental setu·p is u.sed 
and the only experimental reading that is taken is that 
of a standard thermocouple. The only parameters that 
need to be known are the thermal conductivities of the 
tool, workpiece, and insulating.materials and.thege ne~d 
only be average values. The use of the model is npt 
re~tricted to orthogonal cutting and is not affected 
--- ----- - -- - -
-------- - .. .. ·-
---- -- . -- ··-- ·--- -
------i5y--t~ol geometry. A simple· computer program is available 
- - ___ ,____ .. ------
------- -- ----------··' -----------
• for the application and solution of the model to a 
generalized cutting operation,· which can be easily con-
,(',. . 
verted to a specific cutting operation. 
No assumptions concerning the partition of shear 
,._ ' 
·- •. 
... ~·· .. ~ ... 
·-····""···--·-.. -------
______________ ,. ...... - ................... , .... __ ' --~---'·~"' ·.· .. 
.... ----······· ........... ,,, ...................... -... ·-····-··----------------·----·-----·-··---·-·····-·-·-··--·.. -------
---·-·-----------':-:p-il.::an~. E3.:n.ergy, shear plan~ temperat .. ure ,--·· or fr ict·iona.1. -----··----------~, 
·-----------. -··---
energy are made. The assumption is made that there is 
a uniform temperature distribution at the contact area 
,•,· ----4-~~~-~---~-· ----.. --.... -... --~----·---··--··-·---"-··-----.-·- ......... , ...... , ---~---~---~--·--·'~----------·---·"--··----·-----------·-------·-···--· ·-------.. --- ........ -.·-. ............... , ... _, __ ~~-----~ \' of the tool · and chip. 
It is hoped that as a result of the development 
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. ,1--;-··-_;_· .. ---------- ··-------- --- - ·- -
. __ .,.. _______ .: __________ ·--· ----··--' --- _ ...... ·--. ---· - ·:·· "' ... . .. .. . . 
. of an analytical·· model that shows good agreement with. 




--·----·-·-·---·-·- .... ,_ ...................................................... - ............................................................... _ ........ ______ ...................... -..... -- ........... _........... ···-· .. ··-- ............. ---···········- .................. -·----··--------·---·----------··· on the phenomenons of metal cutting can be obtained. 
"The relaxation method is a numerical method for 
\ 
·. solving a set of algebraic equations or a differential 
-· - -
. 25 
equation such as the heat conduction equation." 
- - ~ ---~--- - -- ~ - -- --- - - - -
-- - : continuous physical system is divided into a grid of 
. -- .... -- ·-··.---··-.. --•. ·- -... ., 
-discrete points with finite differences between the 
points. A set of,algebraic equations is then used to 
· approximate _the di£ ferential equation and the boundary 
equations for each point. 
In applying the re·laxation method to a heat con-
duction problem, the system is-divided into a number of 
small finite sub-volumes. The sub-volumes are assumed 
to be at the temperatures of their centers. These. 
centers or nodes are then considered to be joined by 
fictitious heat connecting rods. Given that connecting 
rods are at aifferent temperatures and the thermal con-
--~---,.-,----:--
ductivity of __ t_h_e ___ .ma:tetia.1- .between .the n0des is used, 














-····--"' - --- ··-·--- -- ---- -·- . ·-· .. _..:.;.... 
this network of nodal points ~11d conn~_q_t._!_~g __ fod_s _ a2--.-- ~~~~====~-~-~-- _______ , ___ .. ____ ........ ----- - ... . ... . ...... .. .. --·- . -.. . .. . . ~--~------- ·-·--
. :.. ·. 
-- ---- ~-
- - --------- -· 
··;· _______ - ~--···:_ __ - ===-=----==-
As long as there are no heat sources within the 
system, the rate o~ :h~at, _fiow toward a node equals the 
- --- --- -----· ... --- - -- --· .. - -
heat balance equations are then written for each node 
•• 1 •·• 
-
taking into consideration the .. steady. state, physical . _______ ._. . . . : 
: I 
con st a~~ ~--1 ______ aI1~ __ p_9.~p.dary _conditions • ___________ The _____ equat_ions __ a __ r~e_. ~---· -_--_---~- ------~-- : __ 1.............. _ ____.i..__.......__ _ ___..___.._._..~---__c..--
. · I •. 
,' I - ' '" 
: ,· '.· ·, 
' ' ' ' •• I ~· ', 
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The 'first step in applying the relaxation method 
to a metal cutting tool, as stated previou~ly, was to 







.. ----·--·---- .. · •., ~ · •- . . , . --.. -- re pl-ace the- --c-ont inuou s -- system --by-- .. a----g-r-id--e-f---.. -fi--n-i-te-----sub----------------·--· 
1 
-· 
_, •• •· •• _ ............ •-• •• -·---· -·- ·- •.. .J..... - • 
, I .. 
(· 
( 
volumes. The first model cons·isted of a ~" cube a·i·-
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epaced from one another. This subdivision of the cube 
yields one complete sub-volume (14), six half sub-volumes 






. -· :' ) 
- i ' I 
·, ~ I 
4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 18, -~-gl 20, ~4 1· 26) and ~j_gh.t on~---·---
; r I 
At : 11 
--·- - --------- _' 11 
' 
• t,I ' ' 
, II eighth sub-volumes· (1, 3, 7, 9, 19, 21, 25, 27:). For :1 
ltl 
;.: . . 
I' this model, two adjoining sides and the· bottom of the -~ i!' 
-------- .. -·-,-- --- -·-----·- ,-···- . -· ... .. ....... ' -. - "·' ............ --·- ···- . - - . --- . . .. ···--- .. ---__::.:____;,;...:....· · -----~,--•  -- -----·· , __ , , - • ••OM+•"• 0 - •O O __ ,, •• O - • 
cube were assumed to be perfectly insulated. The re-.. --- .- . - -· -- --- ,II ,l 
i. 
' 
----.. --~------- -- ··--· -- ---···· ... -----·· ... ---··-- - --·--------
maining two sides and the top were left open to heat 
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·. __ ..__. ,_,. ___________ .·. _____ .. ____ ' .. -- -·· ___ ··_. ·-·-··----·-·- .. - . - . ··--·· _, ________ ,, . ---·:-·· ---· .. ·. ' ., . ·: ' .. - --- ------·---. ---...:-.-.·-•·>-·;_, ___ .,,--------~- ,. ,, . --····· ·----- • ' 
. 
. 
..... ., .. ·······-- ..... --·····--· - ··--·-·· -·-· --··-·-····--
----.. : .. ·· ----·-·---- ----· 
-- . -- ------- -- ---------------------- ---------- "' ___________ , ______ - -
., . . ... . : I . . 
· for each· of the nodal· points. The following is a· sample 
-.. -.... -... ----·"- · equation (node 8, Figure -3) for heat transfer for a node 
in steady state.· 
...... ,,., •.•. , .......... _,, .. ,,..,,....,...._,____ ___ .... .,_ ...... _...._.__._, • ... ,,.r,.,,.,,_,.,, .... ,,. •. ., ... ,". ~-- ···-··· .... . 
. .. ···- ·······-····-·-· ... --------··------~---.. . -- --- -·-··------.__~-~------···--·-······----· - ··--··---·-·--: ...•.... - _: .. _ -____ . . . ., ...... 
··- ;;,_: . .:.··-::-




· Q = h6 L ~L (T -T ) + K ( 6L) 2 (T -T ) + K ~L 6. L (T -T ) + . 8 . - 0 8 ~ - - .. · - 9-- ... 8 -· · - · .. 5 .. 8 - · - - -·- ·--- ..... 2 AL 2 ~L . 2. 
• -· C,. 
. ' 
-·---------··-
-·-· -• . - ·---- --··-- ---··- ---- - -
.,~· . 
..• 
·. - ____ .. _ -.· ----
. - -- ___ -...:. __ .. . '-·· ...... • - -·, 
-- -f 
-- -- --- ---- ----,.--·-- - . - -: - -- -- - --· -- -
- .. • > 
_.,, - . --- ,- - -,----- .:_~ ______ ,_·---:---·:-;-·--
. ·- , 
r 
K = thermal conduc-tivity of material BTU/HR FT °F -
'--.. 
h = convective conductance, BTU/HR FT2 °F 
. . . . 0 





= temperature at node x, F 
-
~L= distancce. between nod~~' F_T 
Q = rate of heat flow for.node x, BTU/HR X 
·. 
- ---~--~------- -·--
H A dT and K A dT/dx represent the general· heat 
-- ----transfer equations, for convection and conduction re- ·- ---·----- --· · ~ · 1 
··---··--·--~-~---· . -----. -- ··-~·~· --·~· ···-~··-=·-· ~-~-·~=....--.-====---~·-·~·1 -=--·--=--~=-=·-·-~--===-==;---,==--=--- .. ---····-·······--·-·· -·······-·······-· . - . -· ·- ~~~--~· 
··---------
·----· .. ·~pectively. 
area of section normal to the direction orheat A= 
flow 
- ----- - - . -~- - - -- - - - . ·-· - ...... -- - ·-. ..o--·----~,. -------- --·------ ·----- - . - . - -·... . .. - -- - - ----. - ~ - ----- - ___ .,._,~ r--r------~-·------ ·- -· --- . . . 
' ·' dT/dx = temperature·: gradient at· the s·e·ct-ion·--·--(-ra·t-e··-o-f ,; 
-~~=-~:~~~~--~------------· =~~--=·~~----- ---------~--~- -~p.ange. of . temperature ~i tP _ I'~f?P~£t __ t .. 9 .. he..?tt . . ;elow --·---------· 
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The physical location of each node will determine .:, 
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th~ charact~ristics of its heat balance equation. Node 
· 14 has six .neighbors and will have six fictitious con-
necting rods able to transfer heat to it (positive or 
-- - ., .......... ··~·---- -·······:--· .• ··'. ·-·''····-·-· 
. ··-··-·-·····.--·-----.negative flow) by ·conduction. Node 1 has three -·· _____________ _,_:..--~ 
------ ·- ---- --- - -- ··- ---- --, -- --.... ----· - ·-- _ _,. ____ ,.. __ -·- ___ , ___ -------~-~--
-----~-----------·----------ti.-----------·- ------------
neighboring nodes.with one open face subject" to heat. 
transfer by convection. There is no heat transfer from. 
· -·- - its bottom and back face as we are assuming the bottom 
and back two adjoining side~ of the cube are perfect.ly 
insulated (no heat flow). 
.Noae 9 in the model was used to represent the input 
temperature that is encountered at the tool-chip inter-
.' 
face during a m~chining cut on a lathe. Notice that 
when talking of node 9 as representing the tool-chip 
int·erface t"'emperature, it .i .. s, not an .isolated ,p·oint input 
but a volume (~ ~ 1) input. Realistically this is 
. what is encoun~e~e~ when one thinks of the tool-chip 
~ 
and flank workpiece cont·acts that exist. The input 
. ~ 
energy into a cutting tool is not a point or area but 
. . 
is a vblume, and is represented as soi~ the model. 
.. . . 
....... _... . ............ SiIJ,ce steady state connotes no net heat flow, the 
· heat balance equations simply state that the algebraic sum 
of the heat fl.ow into and out of each node is equal to 
1 :. 
zero. Therefore o1 , o2 , -. - - - Regarding the 
node equations, there are 26 equations .. and 26 unknowns 
(T m n, rn \ N . . • f 







---'<·-·--_ .. J19P.~.. ~--· g$_. _j__t ___ i$. as signe.d _ a value. . . These equations.. . ... ·-··-·-·-··--------,,....~~--
··--' .... " .. ···-·· ." ... .r-... --·--····"'"'" 
~9'.:t;l __ be sol.ved simultaneously to __ give a steady stat.e 
~ .. ~----···---~---·tem·perature gradient, · that· is, the t·emperature at each 
22 
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node. The gradient is independent of· time, and depends·-···--------------·-· ... -----
o 
orrly on~li-e--pliys-ical boundaries of the system and prop-
erties of the syitem. __ ---·-----·--.. ~-- __ _______ __ _ ................ ------- .. ----··---------··-·-·--------- ,-------'-~'---c---------
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A temperature gradient can·;._-be determined for the 
numerous unsteady states which are ·time dependent (explicit 
method). Again, an equation is written for each node . 
(sample equation below). The subscript P refers to the····· ·----- -------~--~------
time increment, its·initial value is O and it increases 
to 1,2,3,----. The left hand.side of the equation rep-
- - ----- - - ---- --
-. -------- -- ----- ---
-~- .. -- ~----. '-'.:---
- --------~---~---- ----~ h -- - -
p.A~3cp (TaP+l_ Tap> = 2 h~2(TO-T8)p + ~ (~)2(T7-T8)p 
.. b. t~ .. -- . .. . --- ... 
,. 
-I' = mass den.sity, LB /CU FT 
m 
A. t = differenGe in time values, HR 
C = specific heat at constant pressure, BTU/LB °F 
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- --------~ 
----~: .. --- --~--------·--··~---~ - - -
resents the change in internal.energy during time in-
.... ;.. 
terval At, and the right.hand side the net heat flow 
I 




mad_e. that the temperature within the body is substan-
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T ( A L 2 - 4h A L - . 6) 
S ll.t. K 
' ' ' 
p 
, . 
. , . . . . o<.. = thermal diffllsivity =~K/C- /' , FT2/HR 
•--,•----'-'••--C •.•. ___ , ___ '. ______ , __ •:, ... _ ...... : .. ___ :, •. ,. •. ,, ,.. .. ..... ,,.,._. -·- .... , .. ,p.' .. 
--~---'-----~~ ------ -- -
·----------
. . ' 
- ,•··--· -····- ·-"--~----»--------.;-- . 
' . ' 
. -·- ·+·--··- ··-- -, ., 
-------·····----- ---------·.-·-, ----·-· ··--·-.-.:' '·--··'"-----·-·-·· ------·--------·-······ .. 
- . ' ~-- -- . -.. 
................. :~.,--··" --. ~~T_9_,__are at.ambient,,,so the temperature at node 8 at one ···---------------------· 
-----,"'---~-"~--- - -:·.--time interval · {-p =· l) o.·t later ·is ·the only unk:nowrt in· the - -- · ---------- -
! 
l.. 
ab9ve equation. Likewise, there a:r-e- 26 other algebraic 
--
equations that can be solved. for the remain:i..p.g __ ':t'x~_at 
time 'interval P = 2 (absolute time = number of time , . 
.. 





atures at P = 1 are known,- then the equations can be 
-· ---··----- --~-----------
solved for -the temperatures at time increment P = 2. 
All the nodes except those neighboring nocle 9 (6, 8, 18) 
" 
will be found to have been at ambient temperature at time 
increment P = 1 . Th~n at time.P = 2 all those connected 
~-~~-~------------~---· ~-------~----- .... -·----. - -- -
--·--------
- - - ... -------- --~- ---
, ' 
_};)ient, and __ so_ forth·. T-he manner in which the nodes are . 
- - - . ---- --
i·nterrelated allows for transient flow. Again, T9 is --~, .. -~--- ==== 
given a value to I'-eE)r-esent the tool-chip interface 
. --------'-·--·- - ····-~---~--------------- --~------
---. ----~-- ,--=-,~-.-t,,-.,:,,..-··---· ·---···----·-'----- .. -
temperature~ - -Rather th-en consider T 9 as coming to the. 
· instantaneous temperature of the tool-chip interface, 
·----..:...-- ~--·--··-····'"'"'"'-··'"·"''"'. ,, " .......... " '" ......... , _, .... , 4- . .... , " ... .. ' ......... ""', ........ "'"''"""' " . ,, ... , ... , .. ' ... , ................................ " "'"' ......... _,, ......... ' ' ... _., ,,,.,.,,,, ....... , ....................... ~ ... --~:--··----------------------_-. __ ...,.....,..._. _ _ ~ ... , .. ~• ..... .. 
- -~ .c::~-=-=:c~~c-=·ccc:='-c-··_::,:. the average value between room and final temperatu;re -i-sJ - - ---... ~. ---,-.- -
.. 
J• used at P = 0, and its final value at P = 1. 
--, .,.-- ........ ., .. --,--.. -.0,,---·- ·---·--•-· ·~---~ - --- - - I As a result of these un~teady state equat-ions, -a 
; . 
.  
' - . 
·, ... ·=·. 
' - 24 
II 
' ' 
I L_ L_____ L____L 
- L - --
. L 
,· ... ·' ,.. ., "'>-· _·,.~·.r•:f"t~.Jt!~ ... ~,~...._,,-~-.-_,.,._ ... _, .,.,, . ._ ,_ .·· '. ,_. •· -.. 
\., 
. · .. '._ .. · . _·_ . ' ·_, ,' . : ·. ' ',·,: 
---.- .. ---- ··----- .. --- -·., .... --- -- ·---· -----·-·--·-···-·····-·-···--·---'------ ·~------~···-----.------·-··-···"··-· .. ·--·· • • . • "' r -- ' .. 
t. temperature· time curve for each nodal. point can be ob-
tained, ~e limit of which wil,l be;'. the steady sta·te 
value pre.viously determined., In order to insure conver-
----··--·-·------··-·-········· .. - . ········-·····--······· ..•. 
-···· ... ··- .......... ···-·· 
. .. --------.-·-----------···----- -··-· ···-·····---··-··--·· gence, care must be taken in choosing the At time in- . ·-·-·---.-- .... ---···· . ····-· -=··----- .. -----··-·-···---- -····-··'-··---- ····-- ·-
. p . 2 
. _ .__ ::_::·.-_·: .. ·~~::..::...::...:.:.---- __ cr_~ment. Loo_king at the coefficient of T8 , A~ t ~:~·--~--· 
, 
4h A L + 6 in order not to violate the second law -of 
th~rmodynamics (heat flowing uphill) •... The node eq.uation ____ · -~-
·-·-b- . p-~-------
giving the smallest value for 6, t is the restricting 
. . 
. -. ' - --~ ·- - •- -
time increment that is then used for the entire net. 
, r . . ~ . 
.. .:_ ______________ - - --------
-- -- - - --·- - --- -
· ~ --- =-~:·;=~~~-=<-~~~--_---___, - )'Slaturally a A t smaller then the restricting time in-~-=~~.~---.--.. :- -- -- -- .~ ·---·_· ·· 
. 4 
.. ~ ... . . .... """·~·~- ~ . . ... 
......_ ___ _ 
crement can be used if desired, but this then increases 
the numbe·r of times the set of equations must be solved 
in order to arrive at a stated lapse of time. The value 
.. 
of A t f-or the 1/2 11 cube model was found to be • 041 
seconds. 
. ' The initial 1/2 11 x 1/2 11 x 1/2" model was mainly 
for the purpose of getting acquainted with three di-
mensional steady state and transient heat flow, an4. · for 
d_eveloping and debugging ·computer programs for solving 
.. . .. -
. . ·-
the equati .. ons. For the steady state a canned simul-
\ .. 
-taneous- program was used, and for the unsteady ·sta.te· a:rf·· 
iterative program was written that would lo9p through 
' 
the equations substituting the ·computed values=o-fot-==.1'f~===--'·---=--· 
X 
- ----- -- -------- -· -· 
-v·--a:--calc.ulcf'Ein _____ cne new values at P+l. _ _ ~------- a ___________ an . . .. . . . _ . . . g _ _ _ . . __ _ _ . _ . _ _ ___________________ -··-----·--- __ 
Depending on how a system is subdivided, this will 
.......... - .. , .. -•••·-·· ··--·---·--··· --·---- -·· 
- -- . - -- . 
. ...,,..~._._.,~,,,....~---.............. ~=~i.......,~~---'""' ... "' ....,...,,.~,., ..... ~.·--······· .......... - ......... --~r .. • .. •-·-·-··-··--·--·······--·~: •. -.-··-····-··.···~-: ..• ·-. -· ··---_:·_-······· --~····-- ---·--. ··-···:'" ... -· ··- --···-·- ..• - . .. . 
. :c ... · .. ::.~--c·c .. ,------·-: .. ----·····-----·-. __ -_---. de.t.ermine the relat.ive size of -t-he - sub-volumes.··· The ..... .. ----~-·-·---···:-:·.= ~~ - · ··· _____ ,._. 




distance between nodes does not have to be the same, 
that is, a uniform linear network does not have to be 
····' 
r 
•. I ! 
,, 
•' .,· 
••rr-~~----~·-:.,.-.··· ...._ ..  ......_-~=---.................................................................................................................................................... ----.....,. ........................................................................... ~;____---,!-L 
. ~ 
J, 
••• - •• c"P 
" 
chosen. In general, the more uniform the network is 
and the greater the number of nodal points, the better 
··· .. ---- the accuracy of the solutions. 25 Boundary conditions 
. . . _· . . . .,. 
-·:·---_ c-------~-Gan be imposed on partial parts of sub-v_olumes as long· 
. . . . --- - ,• . -- : .· . --· 
- - ----- . _. ~ --· ----,---·-- - ' --
l'-J; ; 
,". 
.: .. ~---------·'" ·-... ------~--·- '-------.--··---···· - .. 
'·, . 
- ....... ._1.., .. ,--·-·~.;_,_, ___ , --
as this restriction is accounted for in the heat flow 
equations. 
The next model contained a 48 ·point grid of a 
-
. -ifi·"--x 112-0 _, __ x --1/8 11 b-l-o·ck,---F±g-ure---4-.- --'I'h-i-s-- -i-s-- the---aime-n---- -~· ------~-------- '. 
sion of· a s,quare cutting insert. The greater number of 
__ nodes enabled the · calculation of a ·much finer temperature 
. - ,~ Jr: .... --. 
gradient. To-· simulate the tool in the tool holder the 
model was assumed to have perf·ect insulation on its 
,,.. 
bottom, back two sides, and 3/4 of the top. A quarte~ 
of the top was left open to account for the cutting 
and sliding- of the chip over the tool. The distances- · 
L, L, and 6L wer·e assigne~ between nodes 3, 2, l, and 
30 re-spectively, and similarly 3, 12, 21, and 48. The 
-··"'"""· -· ··-- - - -
·aistance X was assigned between 
~-~--- ___ this model L = ·t = • 0625 "and X 
nodes 9,6, and 3 
= ·
125 
= .0625"). 2 
( in 
Since 
-----"''-------a=l=-1 -~ig __ ii_nes are e~ther parallel or perpendicular · 
to one another., these distances hold true for the oth~r 
simila:rly oriented nodes. 
Both steady and unsteady equations were solved 
0 
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. - -- - -- ' . -- - - . ---··-
·q f the tool between it and asbestos sheeting used as i~- __ _ 
- - - - ---------·-·-·· • I [ 
---~-----~-_-· ·---- .. . . .. -
- sulation, and a millivoltage read out was recorded on 
a potentiometer during an actual cutting condition • 
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--- - ·-- - - - . -- -- - -- --- -------- ---~---
-···-----·--··--·'· __ . --- ··-'."'""···- ..... _______ ·, ___ .,., .... ·· -.-----. ----- ---·--·--·----------------- -··-·· -
f" 
- _ ..... -~ ~ .. ~-· ---~------·The cutting condition was thought to ha'1e an input : . . , .. -
a temperature of at le-ast 1200 °F, and realistically 
l'; much higher, Figure 5 is a graph comparing the actual 
-------··-------··-····---'-------·· _'l;.hermocouple read out and the no¢ie _ p9_j,_n:t; pr ir1t qut fr om .. : ___ , ____ ~·.· _:_. ·· -'·-·"'---- .... 
the model that represented the physical location of the 
. thermocouple (node 41). 
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Run 
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'' 
15 20 
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Figure 5 




--temperature versus time for the given - location could - - ···-··---------~=--------
-- ----···---------=~~-~- ·--· . 
-----·------------.-----· 
- •--~ . . 
-----.------·----- I 
.__~ _, --~----he--at.t-r-ibu-t-e-d-to---s·ever-a1-·-·:reaso·ns-; inaccurate input 
--- ·--- - --------- -· --·-·-----.... - --------- ---------- .. 
· temp·e·r·at:-ure---used·· in the mode-1 poor -insulation --a-n-d-· 
· I I 
perhaps incorrect heat transfer constants (h,K). 
In order to reduce the heat loss error, and decrease 
~--·--.-----·-------·-------~---·-·----·---····--·-. 
~-thj time to approach steady state, a 48 point model 
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II II II 
. -·---·-------,---_' --~--- ' __ . _____ · ____ · ___ ,...l.-.-.:;1 
_., _ _,~~--~,.--~~_; _______ : _____ ,for a 1/4 x 1/4 x 1/8 - cutting insert ·Was· developed. 
·. ·;,.I: 
These· insert~ "were. made from.370 grade carbide.bars. 
•. ,, 
--·· ··-·-··----~·-~--. ____ ,.. 
Steady and unsteady state solutions were obtained. 
. _ , -The value of h and K were varied an~laemonstrated _a _____ -----~-. . . .-- ---: . 
negligible effect on the temperature gradient. An 
--
actual run was recorded on the potentiometer and -showed 
\ 
0 by comparison to be approximately 500 Flower than that 
. pr:edicted by the model. 
At this time it seemed nece·ssary to look for possible 
errors.in the formulation of the node equations.· For 
this reason an implicit method for .determining the 
unsteady state temperature gradient was used. A sample 
equation for node 8 using an implicit method 
fAL3C (T 1 - T8 ) = 4 P _a _ _,.. 
~t 




+ ! ~~2 (TS -
~-----'-~---------A-L 2 -- . 
8 ... 17 
---A.-L · 2 · 
- T 1 ) + !S. ( AL) 2 (Tg' - T 1 ) 8 8 
--6. L 2 -- - -- -·=- --- ------ ------ --------- --- --·-. ---------
, 
•.:..-. ,. 
which, when reartanged can be written in·the form 
-T =· oC.At2 
_8 
b_ L2 
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_,.' .... ·----,-- .. --.. ·-- ·-·-·-· 
'' 
•' ,- ' ,, . ' ~--- ·- ' --
. . . - . 
- . - . ' . 
- ······-··· ····· -•- -- ....... _._ ····-····. - ··--··· 
' . ' ·------~~ ' ----·---·.--·--... - ·-· -·- ---·-··-- -- ·-. --- - ------···- ·-- ----··-·---·-----·--·- ------·----···----·-·-···-------·-- -_ ------------:--·- -------····--------
·-- ··•-··· ---·-·-·--- -c~- 0 and the primed T' s represent the temperatures for 
X 
. ------------~· 
time f.l t later. In ·the implicit method there is no 
convergence restriction on · A. t, and it can be made as 
large or small as desired. ·The Gauss-Seidle method 
..... -
. ',· •' 
-
- - - --·- --· -- --
, 
.. 
was used for the solution of these simultaneous equations. 
. 1 • ,r. 
This method does not destroy the matrix of the equations 
in the computer program and allows one to make iterative 
calculations for de sired /l t increments (i.e. , 0 > 5 At, 
. ' 
5 At >20 At). The. previous solution for the unsteady 
state permitted solutions for only single b. t increments. 
For the same h, Kand T9 input temperature, bo~h the 
implicit and explicit methods gave equivalent solutions 
for a temperature gradient at a given time. 
It now remained to be shown wpetber the temperature -
representing the average tool-chip interface temperature 
in the model was correct. For this reason a tool-chip 
thermocouple was calibrated. The calibration was per-
formed in a lead bath rather than a furnace to avoid 
' 
----- - -------- ----~--~ -------~- -- - - -- . - -··---------------·---------·-----·------·--------" - ---·· -----------------------------------·---------·--- ··-·- .. ------ -·--·- ------ -------··-·--·--···---·--- ------·-------·-···--- .. ····- ' 
.. 
--------- -·---~------··--· - -- -
------.... -.-·-- - -- .... _ .. . 
the effects of ra'diation from the furnace walls. 4340 
! ~-
steel was c_alibrated .with _370 grade carbide rods from 
11· II II 
which the 1/4 x 1/4 x 1/8 inf:?erts were made. ·'The 
calibration set up was the same as that shown in re.f-
erence 3. 
:.• .. 
·:=~-----~--·---+7.,-~ .. ,- -~--.. -~---~--·:·.- -·:-_·- -Tne·-£oi5I~_c!i·i~-~··t:t1~-~fu~~a~~~~1~~~e-a·a~~gvar-rea~onlY. ·.-.;-. - ----~ ~-.,- .. -
........ ----·-··--~-. --------50 deg-ree-s---from--·t-he temperature that wa~ being used in 
:_,r . 
. --········ ··-·-·---·---·----·----- ··-· ·--·· ·---.. ·--·--···· .. 
the model (T9). The actual tem~rature for t~e given 
node, from a thermocouple read out, was approximately 
500 degrees lower than that predicted by the model at 
-· . ---------.. ------·-- ·--·-· .. -----.-·---· -
• 
li: 






~-. -- . -· ; .. - --, 
node 41. The thermbcouple temperature used for com-
parison with the model was that temperature reading 
after a minute of actual machining elapsedo This was 
·· - -- ____ the time at which the unsteady state ~ernperature ap-
' .. , 
preached its eventual steady state reading f6r node 
41 in the model, and it was assumed that the actual 
-··--··---- -----·~-------
tool would approach steady state at aptproximately 
the same time. 
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~ady and. Uneteady State Temperatures at Node 41 
---- I 
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Figure 6 _______ ···-------·-·--------
... ,'· 0 .. 
0 
~·' '---,---~--· _· .. -·
4
"~ _possible rema-ining~-s·ol;l·re-e----of=-err-or_ was .the __ ~n-
--··-- ----------=--·· .. ,• ···---·-·- ·--·-- · .. :.:;... . ..:.., 
-- -·--·---------- ---sulat ion surrounding the · l/4"xl/4 "-xl/8" tool. In the · 
model the insulation was considered to have a thermal 
---~·=--· __ ·--·---· __ =-·=·---·=----~·--~-.. ~--=-condu_ct_Lvi:t_~ __ o_f ____ z er.o_., __ . that i ~' _c11 low .. no hea t ____ t_~~lJ._§f er.jL=·~-·--~· -~ .... ----.,.-..::, ... _,.,,..: _. : . -·--------
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I 
The ceramic tool used as the base insulation and the 
asbestos sheeting surrounding the tool on the sides 
were put through several tests. The cutting tool was 
heated in a furnace and then sandwiched between the 
various insulators. By me~surement of the temperatures 
of the· heated body over an interval of time, the materials 
-prloved to be very poor insulators. The experimental 
set up must not only be provided with materials of 
exce 11 ent insulation, but must be able to withstand 
great stresses induced by the cutting forces. · Further 
i:r~:~estigations and inquiries revealed that a more suit-
able material availabl·e for·. our purposes was pyroceram, 
____________ ----~ glass ceramic. _ T~e pyroceram possesses a fairly high 
____________ .. compres.siv_e. s:trength .and has .a thermal conductivity 
' 
·of about 2 BTU/HR FT°F, which was lower than any of the 
.other insulating materials previously used. 
A cut was made on the lathe using the pyroceram 
as insulation. The temperature of an accessible node 
on the tool as well as the average tool-chip temperatures 
; 
were. measured. The use-, of the better insulator now 
put the observed and computed readings within 200 deg1.rees 
"\t' 
r. 
- - - - - ----
___________ --.-· ___ · _____________ of one_another •. 
... 
Since it was felt no better insulation could be 
...... -
~....;___ - ~ _-;.:.: ... -:;. ,_,,,. ...... ---- ·- . 
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• ---~ -- ,. ----- .•• 11:.. ... - • 
agreement between actual and calculate_d temperatures, 
:_it--\~tas decided- t.-c:> altertb-emod1~1 to bet-ter. describe ___________ -_ -
the actual cutting conditions. The thermal conductivity 
of th~ ~nsulation in the model could no longer be 
- - ------
-------- - - N 
-- ·-·-·-·------· 
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1. 
' - - ---
. . ,' ,' ~ . . . - . 
. . 
. -- ' :·_. :. ' .:_ 
treated as having a value of zero. Instead it was ., i 
considered to have a heat transfer capability similar 
to that of convection, that is 1 the major heat loss was 
taking place in the immediate area of contact of the 
insulation and the tool.· 
------- -·a;· ,- --- . - - -- --- -
--~--·. -·-- - --· ··--·~ - -
Ii 
-~ • .: •. j 
_:\ - -··---···· ---····-<"• -··---'-- ----------- ---- --·---------- ._.,,!.__, _____ : _____ _ 
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-----------·----- - ---
Tbe heat being transferred by the insulation 
. _wo~ld now be represented by !S. A dT where K- was now 
-- ------
- --- ··· · · - · not zero but the thermal con~ctivity of the pyroceram 
• 1 
. i.nsu-lation. All the previous steady· and unsteady state 
' 
equations were changed accordingly. In order to facil-
itate actual cutting, the insulation on the t~ol as 
-~----
---- -
- -· ------ -- - -~----- -
---- - -- - - -- - -- - -
- ---
. -- - _, ...... ---·-.. --. - ... ----,-=----- · .... -· ... 
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we1·1 as on the model was moved to the top back quarter , 
---·----·------·-··---:.-----····--- .. --··--------- ~----- ····-
of the tool as shown in Figure 7. This allowed the 
chip to come off the tool without striking the insul-
-----.. ·----~--· '_. ·---.,......----------.--·---·-. -
ation. Cuts were run for variou,s conditions giving 
different average tool-chip interface temperatures 
and steady state node temperatures. The input temper-
atures, as determined by the tool-chip thermocouple 
I 
calibration curve, were utilized in the new model 
---- ---- ---------- - . --- . 
- ~--·-- . ,.·- .. -
(as T 9 ) and the experimental,and corresponding calculated 
' . 
node temperatures compared~ {Figure 10). This compar-
ison shows the-experimental temperatures exceeding the 
theoretical by approximately 30°F (middle line). This 
verified the importance of properly accounting for the 
insu-lation. 
_C_are must- be -ta:k;en i·n- choosing the K value for 
the tool and insulating material as these values are 
temperatu·re dependent. For this reason the average 
temp~rature of thes~ materials during a cutting operation 
0 were estimated and the values of K = 2 BTU/HR FT F for 
the insulation and K 0 = 32 BTU/HR FT F for the cutting 
. · 26 tool were chosen. It is commonly accepted in engin-
rlXJ 
.- ,, .... - -
. - ee·ririg. practice to use. an ~yerage convective heat tran,s-
~ ------- - . . - .. --:--:----- ---
·,. fer coefficient·value for air and free convection of -· --------------'-•--·---- --·· --·- -- ------- - -- -·-- ---·· ---····-·-··-···-·-··········---····--- -- ---- -- . .. --- ·-···----
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Two additiona;L ·changes in the ·model were in order 
' . 
ev.en though the .changes resulted in increased differences .. 
.. , ---'· 
-. -,·· ": . .-:: :·-~ . ~--: --
,/ 
. ~,: . '• ·3,,-,4.: ·.
. . . \ ' . . 
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~ -~-c-~-,. 
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between the experimental and model readings. One 
-----------·-··· 
----·-·· - - . -----------
----------· ---· --· - . ;;· 
. -- -
.. 
- - - - - -- -- - - -- - -- _ ... _ ' 
change required that the thickness of the insulation 
under the tool be recognized as 1/8" in the model, as 
- --------- - -----· 
- it is in the experimental set up. Previously, 1/4" 
-
. 
-· ------ -"--- --· ·····------- ·-- --thickness had been used for all the insulatiori to sim-
plify the writing of the algebraic equations. Initially 
the importance of the insulation and the part it plays 
in determining the tempetature gradient was not realized. 
This alteration lowered the over-all temperature of 
\ 
the tool. The heat flow for a node touching the in-
sulation ( ~ A (T -- Tx) )~is a negative flow, taking dx O heat away from the node ( T0-·Tx is negative). By 
decreasing the thickness of the insulation, dx, we 
increase the flow of heat from the node. 
-The second change was that of realizing ·the temper-
-atures on the c-old side -of the insulation were not T0 , 
room temperature. The fact that even the bottom of the 
tool holder was warm after a cut was an indication of 
this, along with the discoloration of the insulating ma-
terial. rl Since the temperature on the cold side of the 
insulation had a value greater then room temperatur,, 
~ - --- ·-- - -
__ ... :...----··---··------ ·--- - ' --- -
-----
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the quantity (T - T ) , where T) T0 , becomes less negative . . p X p 
.--·· .... 
--and- the he-a--t.~ f~l-ew K A (T ·· -- T ) from--the node is reduce-a~ -- . . -
-- p X 
' 
- ~ . 
-- !. i.J. 
-----~T-r-:. his--would ··tend-to~ aise _._ t:h~_j;,~m11er..at.Y.t:e ..:..g;t:adie.n:t.__-_ _of ___ ____,__ _ ~--------- --·~----~ _________ ,___.._, _____ ,,,_ .... ----·--------...... --- ._ • ----·· 
l.1 
________ :. __________ ,--- -------- -
-
. -the tool. To measu:t?~ these temperatures, chromel-
. I 
-~----- ---------------·· ..•...... ·- --- -- -----···-· -- ----··--- -- ·----· -·-·-·-· ----------- .. . --
.. 
··· -· ........•..... -•.....• ----=:=~- ......•..•..•. :::m::
0
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.. . I ------------·-··---·--- was taken to·insulate the wires in contact with the I' 
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Jl 
:J : 
tool holder except where the temperature was being 
measured. This was necessary to avoid affecting the 
millivolt output of the thermocouple . For the l/4"x 
. ···-· ·----···---'----
l/4 11xl/8" model these temperatures reached steady state -
•'- ·-·-~------------- --· - --- -
• 
after approximately a minute and a half under machining 
conditions. 
Tool 
- --------- ----- -----
Holder ___ _ 
' Thermocouples 
- ----- ------- . 
• ...1.. -~-- - ··- - - --· 
Tool 
. -- -- . I' 
Insulation 
Position of Thermocouples for Measuring 
Cold ~ide Temperatures 
Figure 8 
The model was,changed to account for tbe l/8 11 
• .. : . ,,,- 0 0 insulation, and the temperatures of 180 F and 130 F, 
0 . ' . 
130 F were u-se-a--for---e.-he tempe-r-at·ure--s~~for==t-h"e----co-1:d ll.-nde~~-
f· -
' . . . . --·-------· -~-----· 
. ---- --- ---------
/ ~ 
--_- ---=::::=·-::-::=-~-
-· -~- - . =. ____ ;_---····-··------· ·=0--. -,_--cc_-_--'~~~~-;-_. __ :-.. . ... -.Side-, -0 ba,e-k.- ,.sicde=.---::elJ}Qc:• -t,op- of"-~ the i-ns·tllat; i-en- re s,pee-t i ve ly ~---' .. _-c· _c '.a •.... ', ..•. -- -·· - ·-
f' 
' .. 
-- . ···-···· -· 
The resulting node 35 temperatures for various input 
· temperatures can·~be see-n--±n·--F-ig--ttr-e 10 ( left:---lint\:::e:-t)--=.------,----,-,-------
• 
_____ ---- _ The· experimental and model temperatures now differed 
•· - -
~-• .._,,,u.o(,___,,:..,._ __ , • ..,.t,,L,A•L ... ooo<,,..,Jl,t-1., .• ~~·-.f,,,1._ ...... __ ~-'-'--.a:e,~-.t.\., 0..,,._,.f .. • ... • ....... ,_ .... 1.. ..... .f~O:,_.....(',., ...... '":.n.._,-:,,,_,...,,. • ..._ __ ~..:-•--'•~-.!--~ ...... .::-••••--•·--Jl...-~-••~~--•-•-----•----'""----r.....__,~--•••-••-••--·-•··-• ·•-'-~----l-·-•of.._ ..... _"'~-----"'----• _.::,,_...__:.__ 
:-:- --------=------- : 
----- - . - -- -- ·----
·--=c=. _ -~~---- ______ ·-~~-~~---,RY ?).bpµ.t 7 5 _ g_~g:t=~;~$ _ wi.1:.J.1 _ th§ ~~petime_nt.al readings _ ~-:- ______________________ -- __:_ __ ~ --
---..--.. --------···------·------------···--···-----·-------····- ---- ___ .. -- -·-·····-···------·· .. . . . ... . . . . .. 
. -- ·--- . --
I ·~· .. ' 
- -··· ···--·----·-----,------ ............ - -- -------· ----
,, 
'' ----' __ ;,,._,~--· _,L •• ~ • •' • 
taken after a minute ··and a half of· cutting time. These 
are the readings that now must be compared as this is 
the time at which the boundary condi,~_.ions imposed on 
:._ 
' i: 
··~.. . . 
. ~~ 
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the model were used. 
An examination of the tool and model was made to 
insure that the model represented the actual physical 
set up. Expe~imental investigation revealed that the 
. . 
! . 
-'----· --- .. -- -- .... 
.-·--.. ---------actual temperature. readings were higher then those pre-- --- -- ----------·--------
------ . 
- ------ ·--'-' ---- .-----~-- . 
·'•. , 
dieted by the model. Close examination showed that·when 
. {he thermocou~le used to measure the temperature at node 
35 was placed between the tool and the insulation the 
tool was separated from the insulation and· left a small 
air space between it and the insulation,, 
..... 
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. ..... T-ool 
_ Thermoc6upl 
Separated Tool In Its Insulation 
Figure 9 
,.- · .. 
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' . 0 
. _ .. ~----: .... ___ Air __ b_ascc __ a_~=~the~rmal~,= c_QUQ.U"C:t.i.v.i_t_y._, __ o~..c -~,:-02:..5_. ____ BT~U/HR. FT __ F~ __ ::::_-"---_-------- ---· -----------_,:_______ . ---· ··- -· ··- ···- -------- --~--~ . -----
a far bette·r insulator then pyroceram (2 BTU/HR FT°F). 
. . 
In· essence, the rear sides of the tool were being insul~ 
ated by pockets of air. A tool was mounte·d in its 
. 
---- ----------------------
.·insulation ~~-t]i a ~Jierrnocouple w~dged between the in-
--------- --- - .... ·-----------.. -------- - --- - - ' 
... --- ----.~--·----.------------ ·sulation, and the air space at node 35 was observed 
... 
under a tool makers microscope. An ~verage gap of .025" 
, I.:. 
was measured between the tool and its insulation. 
·' 
. - - ---- -- _.I.--~ . ----
... 
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· To get an idea of the effect of this air gap o.n the ____________ ~...,..---,--J ___ c ______ _ 
' - ~. -
tempera·ture gradient, this new heat resistance was •, ,t • r 
---
______ ~dded to. the resistance of the pyroceram on the bac~_ -------------·-- ___  
two sides of the tool and a new temperature gradient 
- ---·-------------- -- - - --·for the model was computed (Figure 10, right line). - -- --·-------~-----.--. -··--··.:.. . ;, T" -.. . ... u 
--------.-. ---- -------- - The theoretical temperatures were now greater then the 
., 
experimental by about 40 degrees. Realizing the drastic 
. ; J -
. 
.:.:_ ___ ~ _ _____;.-_c....:_ _______ e_~~~~!: of the air sp~qes pehind th_~. t90.l, ____ it __ .wc1._~ de-
~--~-----










_______________ ------~§-=! __ ~_Now the_ tool __ "Qould be firmly _seated __ agai.n.s~t th.e 
insulation. The thermocoupl-e was now welded to node 48._ 





-- - -- -··--
. 
. 
This insured contact between it and the tool. The 
smallest gauge chromel-alumel wire available was used 
to make the thermocouple in order to reduce possible 
~ 
he-at loss to the _welded junction and wires. 
A new set of experimental cuts were taken with the 
thermocouple welded at node 48. The model with no ai:,: 
I 
gap, proper thickness of insulation, and a temperature 
other than ambient considered on the cold side of the 
insulation was used. The experimental temperatures -
I 
------------· ·=·-· =· .. ============ 
would now be compared to the- node 48 temperature line. , _ 
--·----------- --- - . --- ------- ------ - ------~ --·-:c,··"·. - . .;::~- ._._--_'. ;·, -~---'-· .=-c-- .• · . . - . . - - " - -- ·--:.:...: --=--=----==-=----=----'-~-=----=---=..;c:.:::::-::-:=.::;:.=- I 
This line is similar ~o the· node 35 line in Figure 10 
· for-the same model (left line). Since node 48 is closer 
. . -
-·· -~~c=::.:~~--'-~---······· ... - ·'EO the input _voll..!_~eL t·he IDOd.e.l _____ .computes~+~l:1-i-ghe~---~"11ede · - -- ---· -· _, ··-· 
·· · ·· ··· ··· · ··· ···· temperature (approximately 14°F) for it for a given . . ....... --· ...... : 
-- .. _ -- ·- --- --- I 
------ ---··--- ---- --------- -- - - - I 
- -- - --· -- - ---------·----------·-- ------------------~---.. --. 
- - - . - I ---- -- -- ---- ---- - - - -
-· -- -----------------··----~---·-·--·-..C-.,.·.-·--,--.- .•• input t.emperature. - The -- experimenta·l -tEmpe_ratur-es were -•· -- - -- -
still higher but now only by; 40 to 50 degrees. Previous 
'. ,,.""::. ' 
___ · _· _______________ comparisons of node 35 were 70 to 75 degrees higher, 
•·1,.1 .: • ~ I -
, __ " 
---·--- --- . --.. ·---------------·-·- -·-·---- . 
--·-·-----------·--~------~-- ,------·---·-- ... _.-_,-.... ·_.··· - -
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but this greater difference was attributed to the air 
space. {better insulation than this model accounted for 
thus a higher temperature gradient):;,·' 
. -- ~----------------··-·· -·--· 
Again examining the possibilities ,of where the 





with one _another, a most important observation was made. 
,( . 
" •·- - . - - - --- . 
• 
- --~--'-----· ~-- - -----
II 
It seems that a 1/16 nose radius was ground on all · 
II II II 
four corners of the 1/4 x 1/4 x·l/8 insert to enable it .. 
, to be used for several cuts. The model assumes the 
II II 11 
· -system to be a 1/4 x 1/4 x 1/8 cube. A q~ick. check on 
just what percentage of this cube was being ground 
away on the nose radii revealed that this amounted to 
more than 25% of the tool volume of the insert. If 
the experimental tool·was actually smaller than the 
.model's physical -system, it. seemed reasonable that for 
a given input temperature and existi~~oundary condi-
tions it would reach a higher temperature gradient than 
I 
the model would predict. Inserts were now made with 
only.one corner ground to the specified nose radi~s. 
Several cuts were made with the. thermocouple--werded -
-at· node 48. 
noticed-that the chip was sl~ding across the entire -
,., 
tr-=-----=='"·----=----=----=----~----==----....,,.. _____ ....,..........~---,-- top_ of ___ the tool, not just: ·ill tli-e--vi-c-inity of. ·the crater 
- --------------·--- --·--- --- .. .. - - -- - -----
. -- . -- -- . - .. --
'· 
-
-- . - - -
-~, ·! .. 
_ _______ ··----- .-.. ··-----····------------------------·· ___ r-ea---a-s---de-p-i-e-t-ed---i-n- -t.he -model. . New exper ime_ntal data 
---------__:___ __ 
····- ------------~~-~---·- :--~~--_-~-~_ .. was then taken lifting the chip off the to_ol. as the_ cut_ .. _ ------=--·_ ·: :~-~---~--~--· __ : ___ : 
was being taken. Asbestos gloves were used for handling 
-· 
·····---·------------------
.. --the chip-- (a· co:ntinotrs-··one·J-~- --As can be----seen in Figure 11----- __ .. _ 
' . 
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.. 
this·brought the experimental temperatures within! 35 . 
degrees of the model temperatures. 
. : . 
.. ·---------·, -·-------,---..,.--- .. --·--·-----·--- --·- - - --··· ··-·--- ·------- -----------·- ·------------------ -· ---·-------------~------
, I 
With such close agreement between the predicted. 
0 
.. 
·--~-,-"--_,t..___--emperature----va-lue-s-·at node 48 by the,model and the---------· 
temperatures experimentally measured, it was felt ~he 
_
7 
___ , _______________ .... -·-. -------,------model and experimental set up had been satisfactorily 
/ developed. What remained now, was to generate more ·. 
- ~-- ___ ·. - ------~--·-
:: ;· 
-
data to verify the model. As far as the development ·-
of the model was concerned it was simply a matter of··-·· 
defining the physical set ~pas it really existed. 
----
Did the insulation have a thermal conductivity of 0, 
was the tool holder side of the pyroceram cat room 
·---'---------·------·--
----- -
tempe.r at ure, was the volume of the tool l/4"xl/4 11xl/8 11 
correct, was the tool firmly seated against its in-
sulation, etc.?.: As these different mistakes were ac-
counted for the disagreement between the experimental and 
model temperatures· decreased. 
The same general_ procedure used to develope the~ 
-----
wasused to verify it, that i's, comparing an 
D 
accessible node temperature measured experimentally 
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: an estimated tool-chip' interface temperature. Square 
-------'----------. . 
carbide inserts, 1/2 11 x 1/2 11 x 3/16", and 1020 st-eel- ---- · 
•n •• , ',*• - •• ••· ••·• • •• • • •• ,. • -• • ,.,. •••·•--•~••• .. ...,,.,.~ .,.-- m- •~• -----~·-·~------- ~--~-·--··-•••---• ~ • ..... ,.'""""•••"••••• ·--• -· 
----- ------·- -· --
were ___ µ sed f o~ __ t_~~-::-~~P~e:r im~_ntg_l _____ Jt!QrJc (Appeng_i~ _I+.) • __ ·---·-------~---~-----.-:s-- .. ·------'--,.,··---: .. ~ .. -.: .. 
- . -- -·- -------~ . -- --- - -- -·-- --- . . ~ ' ' 
The glass ceramic would agairr be used as insulation. 
- -- -
-- ------ ·--
------• ._.,c--•·•• In order to measure the·· tool~chip interface tern-· 
peratures fbr the different cutting conditions, tool-
. chip thermocouples·were calibrated. The calibration 
;,..._ -' -- -- ~----:·..::.-- -- - .. 
, . 
,1 J •• ~. 
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~--~---------------- ------ --- -
------------ - '---------~-----
. 
was again performed in a lead bath. The same procedure 
.. ·-·---·---·--· ______________ for calibratin9_~~-_referenced earlier_ w~s used. R_e~ ---···----- __ __ ...... . 
gression lines were then fitted to th_~--9~l_i_brati_on_ 
-····-····-··- ----·-----
- --·-----· --··-· -·----·--- -
---------·--···----·---
-··---·---·-.··---·-----
-~--'---c--~~- -------- ---- -
~---,---- _ .... ····.·:·'-c·~ 
.. 
r:. 
curves (Appendix III). 
Like the model for the l/4"xl/4 11xl/an cutting 
tod'l the 1/2 11xl/2 11x3/16 11 model.contained 48 nodes. A 
-~~~ :gi~thQct __ wa_s __ appr_oached,-- however, for the steady and 
unsteady state node equations. Referring to Figure 4,·. 
it will be noticed that with the symmetrical gr,id break-
up with reference to node 9 and the position of the iri-
sulating material, the corresponding symmetrical-~ nodes --
will always 
temperature 
36 equal 42 
be.at the same temperature. 
"' 
T9 , nt?de 28 would._ equal 46,. 
~ 
etc. Instead 9f writing an 
For any input 
29 equal 47, 
equation for 
" 
node 28 and 46, which would be identical since all the 
nodes connected to 28 and 46 are equal, and both are 
subject to the same heat loss to convection and to the 
insulation, onl·y. equation 28 multiplied by two need be 
written. By eliminating the symmetrical nodes almost 
half the equations could be eliminated (Figure ~?) _. 
.--·· -·· - ---··- ...... -------.-·-·-· ·-·---~····· -·-·-·-- -- ·-·····--, .. ·-
- ___ ,, __ ·- - ·- A·- -
This would make possible a finer node division without·-
• - • •• •·· • • ••t'• ·•• '• ... • • • •• •'• M • • • 
getting into numerous accompanying equations. At this . 
.. ~~Ine .. :more ge11ei:-c=.1,l __ f::>_"l:e~_9:y ~nd 1.l.ns1:~~dy computer __ programs. 
--- --- - . -- - -- ---
--~- - -- -- -
O f-·-rn su lat i c>ri·, - ·temperatures on the tool side of the in-
.~~ -------------. - ----------, -
- ------ ---- - --- --
J ' 
. ',j .-.'. 
1--. --;_ .Cm . . ELLZ..,_H+..,"" 
I 
-_·-s·u1.ating material, and thermal conductivity_, and con-
vection constants were written into the equations in 
variable form. This would enable a more practical 
.,, 
I,,, 
' I ~ ' I 
' ,• '·' l 
·, 
.. \·-, ..... 
.::::=._.,- - - - - . --=------ -==-'--I -I~ 
I ",,,... 
' •;, 
- ,.- - _,, ···43 
. -
··- --·-. -· --·------,-----. ------..-- -... -.·.--... ---·-
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·-·-·---·-----~~-~----~-------------------------------!.d.l=~ 0j! I , 
. ' 
, .... , . . ., 
.. _____ . ---- . 
. . · .... ' . -
- ... !-1-• 
' . ' - .. 
. . . ' 
~----------'.------- :· ____ :.:-::·-.- .... --~cc,;,·_, __ ,_, 
-- ···--------·. ------ .. - --··-· ____ ., __ ,·_ ·-- ----- - - - .... -
~rpplication ·of the model to diffei;_~_l:}~ __ l.!!~1;~~ ials a.n(f __________ _ 
' . 
__ '_ -----·----··-- - ---· ·- -----· - -· ··----·· --· ·- - . 
- - -- - .... --· .... . . 
···size too-ls as, we11·· as insulation~ The only fixed part 
-=------ --·-·--·-····························· ····--········-····---------·---------···-·- ------ -•-· ·-
of the model is the number of nodes (48) and the 
------------------.-----~----------------· - ': ·---------------------··------------~ . --------- ------- ·' ... ·- -_____ -__ -__ ·- -----·--- --- ----·-- ---··--.• ---.~---·-----~-~ · .. •, ----·· : .- i--- .... -··· __ _._· ___ . 
position of the insulation. 
,, 
In a manner similar to fhe one desdribed previously,_ 
temperaturee on the tool holder sides of the pyroceram 
~ere measured for various cutting conditions.· An 
.. . -·· ' 
avera~e o~ these temperatures versus time were fitted 
- to a third order equation {Appendix IV). This equatiorf 
could then be used in the uns_teady equations to furnish 
-------~- --
a time dependent boundary condition, and in the steady 
state to giYe the cold side insulation temperatures 
when it was assumed the system was in steady state. 
_______ .. _ · · The gr id- ·aivision for the larger 1/2 "xl/.2 °x3/16" 
model was .3", .l", .1" between nodes 3-2, 2-1, and 
1-30 respectively, and .0625 11 and .125" between nodes 
"\ 
9-6 and 6-3. The subdivision of the volume was uniform, 
that is all imaginary connecting rods were either parallel 
or perpendicular to one another and symmetrical node 
distances as referenced from node 9 were equal to one 
--- ...... -· ---·- another. --The r·eason· for the division ·of the tool in 
--------·-- ·--- --
"' this manner is that the crater area for a series of cuts 
was estimated to be .15 11 x .15" .in area. Regarding the 
volume input at node 9 with the given subdivision it 
would be .15" x .15" x .03125". The depth of the input 
volumt~!·--· .. was···-·-·pu·rp·o·se·-1y-·ma:ae-···s·nrar·1------e:-o·-·-r-epr-e-sent. _____ the--·-·cr-ater· 
depth and rubbing of the flank of the tool against the 
~------·----' ___ ..workpiece_. _ The . insulation on top of the tool was now 
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-- - ------~------- ________ : ___ ··-~-- ----- -·- ..:_ ____ .... ___ ~_ '-----··---·,.--.. ·_ ... , --~- --------------- ---------- ... , -- . '. ____ , ---- - . - -- ----··- ---
' 'i'' 
' 0 
-p--1-ac.ed-... -t--o---c-over--- -the---- nod·e--· are-a -3- -4--,------·······2--5-----,--_--------3-4----,--------3- -7---_-------c-1:1_, .. 1··g·u· ·r·····e· - -----·1··-2::)···-.------~~::-·:--~:~_-_----~-~--~------_·-.----__________________ ,_ _ , _______________________ -------·------ . ·- -- c! 
., 
I 
___ • ___ l_ ''_J __ ·------- -- ---- -- ------- -- --- __ :·~-- ___ : _________________ - - I ! 
·--------·--J ·- .... --------
:, The ef_fect of grinding the 1/16 11 nose radii _on all •' i 
'.·-- ·-··---·--·--·------·--- .. 
--------------------. ,-~~------~--'-four-corners of" 'the ·tool -remove·a··--~pprcix-imateiy-·-1-~-:l5% 
-·--· 
of the volume of the tool. It was assumed that this 
, .. 







. I· ! ; 
,', ; 
; I 
--- of--~-t-he tool as compared to the--25%- volume removed ·-from ----'---'--------------~. II 
.,.._ .. -- ---·-----------·------- -------
the l/4"xl/4"xl/8" tool. 
-- - - -- ·several cuts were made on --ehe 102-0 steel with the 
thermocouples welded at riode 2, three tenths of an inch 
fr om node 9. The exper iment~l readings on the poten-
tiometer. after 45 seconds of cutting were used for the 
node 2 temperatures. Calculations showed that the model 









---'--· ----wa-s-- at -steady stat.-e---at----th.is-t-i-me·;.- - eu-t-s- -t-aken- -under- -the---------
. --·· -------- .. ··--·---~-----···.--,--,- . --- - . 
-· 
same cutting conditions with a tool~chip thermocouple 
,1 
yielded tool-chip interface temperatures. Com.p&ring 
the node 2 model temperatures with the thermocouple 
~_E:1_a.d out of temperatures at the same physical location 
a·s node 2,_ showed the experimental temperatures to be 
approximately lOO·degrees higher. 
-·•r·· . -- . ..t . 
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and l-;-·8--BTU/HR FT F for the glass ceramic were cor,ect __ ---------------------------------------------
'I . 
--~--.-- ···--------··· 
for their measured aver-ag-e----t-e-mpe!:..atures.- --T.here, was no 
---------· -----· ------------------ -·- . -- ··- -- ----- - -- -- - --- -- ·- . 2 0 
____ reason to change h from its value of 2 BTU/HR FT F_ .as ··---·- . -- -·- ----··-· -----------~-- - -- - i _-;, 
suggested by most heat transfer texts. The insulation 
thicknesses in the model were right (all 6. P = 1/4 11 ), 
· · ,": 
' 
· - -----~·::-·-------------~------------·-·and· the top insulation covered the model area··cif • 01 11·2 -~-------------- --- --_ ·--------- · · ,,, ~ 
1 
·~I 
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. . ... ,,-- -·······-·- ·-· ... - _-. ~--_:.- " . . . . .. -··· --- .. . -- ..... - - .·. . \..~ . . . 
______ ·-----------~-...:._ __ - __ . ___ The .. ~toolholder. _ .s.1de _ .of_ the 1nsu lation. temperatures.- were.---·---····--·-----~--_ ~--'-_-•~·-·--;···--·:- .. 
. . ~ 
- ... -.-- .. -· , ____ .. ..'....--_--~---····-·--··-··--
- . ·------ ---·---------·-··--····-·-- ... ,_ .... --·-····---- -·-· -·-··· 
· · used, and thus the mode 1 and experimental set up·-- seeme-d --- _ ·-~~- ·-------·---·---
··----·---·--- ------ ----···· 
--- ---- --- ---------- --------- - ------ ----
--~ - - - - ------------------··----·-· 
---··---------···-·-·----------------· ---------,.,--,--· 
- - - -···· ---- !>:..... - -
.. , ' -· ,· ' . - .. -·-
-------- ... ----·-- - -~----'---.--, 
· to be representative 0£ one another as far as describ-
ing the same physical sy~tem. f 
--···· -----·--··------· ... -- ---
The only significant difference.between the model 
and experimental setup was the manner in which the 
II II II. 
-·-·-~--·--·- _-_ ,·,-.- ·--- -·-·-----,---
- -·- -~- ----- -----·- --- ---· ------ - -
_ model was divided .into a grid. The 1/4 .· x .1/4 x 1/a __ 
provided for a fine node. division near the input tern-;· 
II II II 
perature ( .·0625 , ·• 0625 , · .1250 ) , the place where the 
temperature gradient is most critical, and a less fine 
II II II 
grid at the.extremities of the tool. The 1/2 x 1/2 x 3/16 
~ 
model had just the opposite near-node 9 (.3, .1, .1). 
As stated earlier the finer the grid and the more nodes, 
the more accurate the model. For this reason the fine 
- -
grid division should have been put near node 9. It 
stands to reason if there is any possible error in de-
scribing the heat flow to and from the nodes, this error 
should be __ aa_ far_ fr.om the heat source (node 9) as possible. 
,_ 
. fi 
. -· . . ·-·· ··-· -- . ~- .. : - - . .---- ·-- -· -- --
II II II 
The 1/2 x 1/2 x 3/16 tool was subsequently divided 
II II II 
into a .1, .1, .3 grid between nodes 3,2,1, and 30 
respectively (Figure 12). It was now apparent that the 
II II 
estimated --·.15· x .15 input volume encompassed more -than 
,i,. 
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_ ·----··-·----·-------· .. -----·------·-··-··--·---------~-~~J?~~ature ~!-___ t_h~. -~-9_C>_~ .... -~~ip interface, all three node_s _ ~~---- ~ 
_____ .. _ _ _ _ .. -··---- ···--··---·· ·--·--·····----·--·- __________ ·-·~---- . Ii 
···-:·:'.··-:~-----. -:--.. - =-·-:-:~_-,-,--__ ~ .. -.... -::-were set equar to the Il1P\lf temperature. The steady -- -- - I 
---··--------------··-·--- -----
- ,.._. ____ '------
and unsteady equations were altered accordingly. As 
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. . . 
. 
·----·-----··---·-·------ -- - ' . -.- --
-,-_.,........:._· .. , ___ - - -·-
-·. -·--- -·-··· ··- --
o • A .25"x.25" area for the insu.l.at.ion ___ c_ontac.t----in--the---baGk ,· . -~·-··-· . _,.,. _;_· ,..,---'----~--?"ti. . . . . . ·. }-;-· ~--···-----···- ----·---·----······ -· - -··- ... . ···---:.-·--r--·- •;IS 
corner was also incorporated into the new grid sub-
division. The temperature gradient predicted by this 
new model compared quite favorably with the prev.ious 
., 
,. 
) experimental runs. As node· 2 in the • 3 11 , 1 11 1" 




:i ........ _____________ · __ . --~---···· model was • 3 I' from the cut.ting nose o.f the too,1,- th-i-s--- -· -----~-.· ·~:--;-·--:.....:....;_..:_ ___ .... . -~1 L l (, 
1 
.physical po:~~tion corresponded somewliere between node 
,· ·., 
1 and 30 in tQe .l.~', .l", · .3 11 model. The tempe~atures 
. that were compared were the_ extrapolated model- val-ue-s·-
assuming a ~:L_;~ear temperature gradient between node 
... ~ ..... ~ ... ~· -----···· = --~--~-· -~~._ ·-- --- ·- ····1· ··· ··"·a·······n·-~·-· · ··3 n-.---~---· ---~ ··· - · ·· --_______ c· · --·---- -- - - - U V . --------···----·· ----- --·-·· ------- ____ ,.. ___ ..,___---"-.-_, __ , __ --- . ____ -, __ - - ------· ----------- ----
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· ---·----·-------,~- ---"-~----,---~~~--1rhe-----a"c·cura-cy----o-f--·the-----r-e-1-a4at-i-orr me thod-i-s---i-rnpr-ov e d...t---:-_ ~----'-"-'---c--~--j 
' ' . . . ~ . 
- .. ~- ·-. ,· - .- -
_with a finer node density and it wotild have been de-
',I 
sirable to use more than a 48 node subdivision. However, 
the GE 225 simultaneous equation program has the lim-· 
itation of a 52 by 52 matrix. 
< 
· It can be noticed from -t·be-·ptot·s of··--a· calculated; 
. · ..... 
----·· ···-··· -- - --···-··- ...... -
. . .) . 
. -- - --- ·------~----·- --· .. -node temperature for various ranges of. input temperatures 
that the-relationship is linear.· This is true f9r all 
' 
the individual nodes.for a given model. It is not 
. . ··;:···· - ... -··-
necessarily true that their ·slopes are the same, this 
---·-----, ... -~~- ~~----·.....__ _ _.__ 
depends on their relative relationship within the model. 
·-·- ··---· -·i ·-· 
Since they are linear, only two different input temp-
eratures need to be used to identify any particular 
node temperature. -
The principle concern ia using the model--~~, the 
values of Kt and.KP that should be used. These physical 
·constants vary with temperature and quite a large tem-
perature range is experienced by the tool and insulation 
_in going from room temperature to a .steady state con-
dition during a cutting operation. It is possible to incor-
o 
. . . ,. - ' ... ... . 
--------
porate a changing K value in the computer programs, but 
-~-_:-~=-:=~=~~=~=~~-=- ---~==~:-~~~---~-~-~-t-- was . decid~cd .. :t:o~~ ll-f?~-~-_'th'?--~lC-:Y~-~~'=.:~·-· ~OJ:. .... trl.~---~~Y~~~~?J.ge t,e~~··"~-----~'.--··:~:=~-:'.'" ____ "=~c--~:···· 
- ·····~~--~-------------·---------- perature of the tool and insulation. 
27 Figure 13 shows 
---------------------~------- t-he re·lationship of K wit:h -temperature for the glass 





ceramic. It was estimated that the average temperature 
of the insulation was 600°F (316°c) which corresponds 
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___________________ information was· available. for the· thermal conductivity 
'.t 
., 
- . ·-····--··-- ---------·-·-- ·--·· .. -·--·--·-·-··-·---- --····-- - --
v er s.u s temperature for either the ·aa%WC-12% Co or --------------------------·--- - ·--- -~ 
·.. ··-::-cc-;,_---·--·--·····-::-,·--·---,--'--·-···--···--------·········-·······- ·········-····---·······"··-·--··-·--·-·······--····-····-····.·----------.. ----------------··-··----------------------···-,-··--··2·6·----------·--·------------------------~~--,-.-----
85% WC-15% Co cutting tools. Information . was avail-
.-----.~--~-'--~_c,,c_-~-------~-,--"·~----, ··-·able-. however. for 97% WC-3% Co, 94% WC-6% Co, and. 
87% WC-13% Co tools. From this data and the general 
effect of increasing the amount 9f Co (lowers K;). an 
0 
.---~--~-----·- ------.es_timate for aI1 -~verage tool temperature of 625 F for · 
......... ··-··-· ·---·~---.... ~------- ----. ------· - -
- ' ... - . 
< . 
0 
Kt: would be 53.22 BTU/HR FT F. 
In order to determine just what.effect the value 
of K and Kt played in the model, the mode~ was tested p . 
for different values· of these constants. Appendix V-A 
··--------- ____ ---------~-:_____ ___ _ _______ _shows the effec_t _ of ___ the_ node temper a tur e __ di str ibu ti on __ __  ___ -~ ._ _ _ _ ._ ~- _____________ _ 
of the l/2"xl/2"x3/16" model when the values of K are p 
' -----~.-~----
varied :t 10%. The temperatureval:u_es change by about 
+ 
- l7 degrees for most of the nodes. The nodes that have 
the most heat losses to the insulation are naturally 
affected to~ greater degree by changing KP (node 37. 
39, etc.). The pyroceram doesn't have a K lower than 
. . p 
- 0 0 
.007 CAL/CM SEC C and the 1.62 BTU/HR FT Fis equiv-
. 0 
alent to .0067 CAL/CM SEC C. The K of 1.98 (.0067 p 
-- . . 0 CAL/CM SEC C) corresponds to an average insulation tern.= --- ----------------------------
·---------------e-------------------------------------,---..-perature of 480 F. ·_ 
... In like manner Kt was changed ! 10% of its estimate-a·------- --··--- ------
···=;:=--:--,--"'--,.·-·-------..... ~ .. -~ .. u._,,,_.~-~~~·M~--··va·lue •·· .(Appendix v.:..B r.····- Again·-·mcYst··-·of· ··the-···1-1oae··- temper~-b ·······-·--·--'-··-··----.. -~---~~-~----... , .. ,. 
- . ·-· ... : .. 
. --··--··-·-·--- -- .... 
---------------"---------~-. ~---- . . -. . .. ---------- -- . . + 
--- atures changed only - 17 degrees. From the data on K 
•••• ••, 0 ••H••••••---;·---••••••••-.- .. ••·----••••;;---·- -
.. 
). for WC-Co tools it was certain that the estimated value 
0 
of Kt was between 48 and 58 BTU/HR FT F. As was ex-
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- ·-·--------· - ;. ______ ;_ ·. _· __ .·-·.'- ' __ .·-·---' ·- ' .... , ___ .-· __ . ___ ·_: . .:....------:-·--;· _. __ _ - --- ·_ -·-------·-·------·---:---·-·--------,--· ---···-·------------------· : _____________________ ·------·----·-··-----· - -- ------------------- ....:...., __ ---·· ---···--·------·--·--··-·· -···-·-·.···---- ··--· ~-· - . ~- --
' 
. 
_ .-- _ ~f fected the most by th'e Change in Kt •......... _______ ···-· 
-·--··· . - - ·- --·---~------·-----··--------------~---------- ---·---·-- .. . 
. -·- -·--·-·--·- ,. ____ ------- ·--······ ------ .... 
------------~~~==~---------------· - ----·-·rt· was concluded from the results-of t-his data---------- ·-· ·---·--·--···· .. 
--- ., ---------------------~----------- I --1,f.f'\•,••••- -·-- • 
---------------•-- ----·--
tha~ average values of K and K could be used, and 
_ ... ·. p t 
.. 
· ~.-~.:c-,_~> ----t;nat. aJ?P:t:OXiillate estiinateS Of. the Se values would ·suffi.Ce -.·--·~-,,--
.. 
. . ..- ; . -- --
+. if information was lacking. The - 10%-values of"K p 
approximately 
\ . 
an~ Kt affected the temperature by only 
17°F and this was negligible. - -· - -· -- -·· --··· 
The next physical constant to be-tested in the 
sensitivity analysis was the convection loss, h. As 
mentioned previously, most engineering texts·recom-
2o - · mended a v·alue of· 2 BTU/HR FT" F for free convection. 
• 
The effect .0£ h -values of O and 4 can be seen in Appendix 
V.-C .• - - 'I'he-- node temperatures differed only by ~ 3°F. 
The h value definitely did not affect the temperature 
d~stribution significantly. Although no data is in-
c 1-uded, T -- -(ambient temperature) was varied and showed-o 
. 
to have an effect of less than 1°F on the temperature 
distribution. 
It remained to investigate some of the environ-
mental parameters, now that variances in the ph-,'sical 
. I 
-- --· ·• -- . - . ·-
' .. ·constants were shown to have··a negligible effect on 
node temperatures. To experimentally determine the 
. k 
., 
temperatures b.ehind, under, a:nd on top of the insula-tion 





- ----·· . - . - -.. -- .. ,--·---,- ·--v-------.. ~---·- ... . ·-·- -... 
conditions had not yet been determined) with a thermo-
'"•,, 
couple wedged between the. insulati9n and the tool · 
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1· 
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• I 
I : ' 
'' 
·- ----· - . . ·-------_· -- . .. . . ' . ' . '. ------·--. .., ----~----··-··.,·--------·· :·.·· . .. ·--
'' ' 
·It was assumed the to~ cold side insulation temperature 
___________________ : _____ ~-------------was the same as the side. Assuming-·the ·model came to····· 
' '' -- ... , ' . --------,-,,-~= .··..:::~=-:":''1 .. -- ·-·----·-·---··--·· . -·-----------·------- - . "... - -
I 
--------------C----'-------~st....-ea·ay- st-ate·~---±n-----4-~-=~~~~e CQnds · _(_t'li is as_siunpt~i-on~=wi~Il-=l:)e-~-=-----------------------,---=---·--=---i--
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-~iscussed later) the average temperature 6f the four 
conditions were found to be 169, 169, and 207 for Tb' 
. · Tt, and Tp respectively. These were the temperatures 
used for solving for steady state. solutions. Appendix 
V-D shows the effect; of varying these temperatures , ;, 
- ~----·--·---- ----
approximately.! 10% of their measured values. The node 
. + 0 . 
· temperatures ·varied only by about - 4 F. · The nodes,· 
closer to the insulation where· this temperature change 
• I ,. 
would have its major effect varied the most (node 37, 
+ 0 " 39; - 6 F). · Since the data would be tak.en under two of 
the conditions for W1lich t~e average Tb, Tt, Tp were 
calculated and the four conditions gave temperatures 
well within the ! 10% to-le-ranee -at 45- seconds, no error 
would be introduced by using 169°F, ·169°F, and 207°F. 
Even when the·exact conditions for cutting beforehand 
are known, which is generally the case, the model shows 
that the measurement of these cold side insulation tern-
------·---···-··---------- -----------. -- --~ ---peratures i-s: -f-aI' from being-- er it.--i-cal. - I--t ean--also be 
" 
concluded tltat making Tt ~qual to Tb does not affect ____________ _ 
---- ---------
- - --- --· -
the mo-d--e· l· ----------------------------------- - -· ·- ,,,, . 
··-- .... -- - - ··----
-·--·····------- ----- ----· 
.· ... 
-~- ---- ------··-·-
....... ; ...... ,._, ... , ... ,," .. ~·-··---·-'--·~---w--~--------·· ....... s.-~,--,,,. •• "~-~-,-The ...... las.t-~ ... r.-ema-i.,n .. i-ng.-----f,ac-:t-o~,--~t-ha·t--.--eeY·-±G·~·-pe·S-S·ib-ly----------~~~·;.-~:..-· ....... ~'.'"-~---··"··"··---
- ----~---- -afre-et the---model is the volume- that -i~ used to repre.;.. 
-----------------·-- ·----------------~·-·--·-------····-------···s·ent··-the···--inpu·t· .. --te·nrpercrt.ure .---------A-·gooa·· e·s"E--imatEf ...... co1Il-d---be····---- · --
- - - --· ·-
-· ----- ·-··-- --- --
_________________________________ _ _________ use __ d __ for ___ r_e_pre se.nting .. the ... top su-rfac.e input area ( .15 x 
I) 
, ,•c.: •--~-,-~· I .. 
2 ' 
.15 IN ) by measuring the crater area under a tool . ,, 
-- . - -- -•- - --- ·- - - ~- - - - - .. - -·- .. - . - -- - -- - - - - . . ---·-·-----···-·-···-------·-·--··"" .......... --•--•,-- -· -· ·--·-·--- -- ·- - - ·--· ----- - - . --------- -- --· -·-·--·· ·•· -- - -- ---- ... -·· --· -- --- -- - -- ·---·····- ········-···· ... ··--·-·········-····- -··· 
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input volume was more or less chosen arbitrarily. It ) .. 
' i~ 
. ··---- ·----- ·-------~----------·-·---. - . - ---
.. _ ·.,.~.;_.c .•. _;---~--~,~~~-~=~~:~~~~-~-~~:-~--~:?:.:..~·····--~n<?~~ ·- .. -~.!'!~~··.---~-~-~-~----~~E~h ______ !_§_~~-9-t ____ §!!lci.J..]_ .... m?J.g11i-t:~9¢~; _________ ~9r_·· ~ .. :.~.- · : .::_:_------=·· ... .:.. _____ ~-~ -~ -:_ ::_ ·--~ -· --t~ 
' ! 
this reason a depth of half this amount (.0015625 IN) I 
I . 
. f. 
was used for the model, _ the effects of which can be 1 
' • ' • • I 
. ,-- - ·- ·-- ··-- -- -- . -
' .. 
) ·-~-
seen in Appendix V-E. The results of halving the input 
' , 
volume suprisingly raised the node temper-atures. The 
cause for the calculated higher distribution can be 
. ' . . '',: . . . . -- '.· 
- -----------· ------ ------------------- _. 
explained as an effect of the grid adopted. As 0 shown 
earlier in the development of the final model, when the.· 
finer node grid was moved to the general area of the 
' 
----, .... -- .... 
input volume the . temperature distribution· wa-s-mark·e-dty·--·-. -- · 
., 
raised. :t;:n effect, this is what has been done by ha·lv-
ing the distance between nodes 'at the input depth. 
Nodes 4, 5, 6, ·13, 14, etc. are now twice as close to the-
assumed input volume as they were before even.though 
the tot~l volume is half its original ,size •. What has 
5 
probably happened, is that the minor lowering of the 
temperatures that would have resulted by halying th'3 _ ... 







--- ---- .. _____ __,. ____ --~-~c ~:~ _ _e __ ~ .c-,·volume is relatively unchanged) was probab~y over com ... 
- ... ; 
-~--------------·--·-·--·-· ---·- ·-·- ..... ··-· ..... ·- . -- ----····-- ·--·------ ···-·--·- ··- - . •·····---····------------·-·--- ·----·---·---- ---·---- ---------------· 
-------------------- ----- ----- - . - pensated for by the raising of the temperatures due to 
·-------·--·-------·-·------· ----- ------------tne finer gt·id ·- near th·e input volume. This is subs tan-
tiated by comparing' different node .temperatures-. Net-i-ce 
=.:.,.,.,._,••=>-4',r;~;..-=u"tr.C",'.<=U...,..,.,,,.!,.t~~~~-~.~::~.,,.~~.:.:,.._ · 
. ' 
how nodes 5 and 6 (those closest to input volume) • in-· 
) ·•-:- . crease_d 40 degrees in tempera·ture whereas node-s 1.and ______ _ 
-·-·- ·--··:·-·- ·~~·-····--··v-:-:---·- ~--~-:S::----·-~·-····-... ,. ......... ...... ....... ... . .. ' ..... ··- ········ ............... , ··-···· '' "". ··- ·-o ···.·· .... , ..,, ....... ,.......... . ... ... .......... .. .. .... . ..,.· ·-· ····-··· ,,.,._,. --·-·· ' ... .. . . . .. . ... .. ····-·· ... ·-······ .. . ......... ,.--,-·, ··-·. -r·········--·----····----····--... -J._ .. ···-· . c---····--·-········-····· 
30 increased only 6 F. As long as the thermocouple· 
used to measure the experimental temperatures is not 
-, .. 
--- ··- ---·---·-.~---·- ·· · · ---··-·--·-·--t·n ··the ··very ··ne·ar--·~~ric·i·nit·y·--·-c:rf·--t-h·e·----·±·npu-t·-- ·vol~me-,-----the ; ..,.~ 
•• ·•- ·-•-•.' ·-·-·•--·-•--•--··---··---u~-··- •--"• · . ..._ . .,_••·' '-, • 
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depth of the input volume for this model can also be 
. - ·-- ---·· ~---·-'"·-····---- ------- . 
_____ ~iscoun~~c::l ___ cl.~ .... 9-... con·tr ibuti:,;J.g ___ error ___ factor· to the tem==-------------
•_ r -
. - -·-- ~-- ----. - :--~- ,..,. ' -
perature distribution. 
The sensitivity analysis of the model was one of 
the determining factor~ in choosing the location of 
the chromel-alumel thermocouple. It was appare_nt that· 
since the thermocouple was to be welded in the same 
-location as a given node, a region where a large tern-
perature gradient .existed would not be suitable. In 
case the weld location was in error by a couple of 
hundreths of an inch this might represent a·large tem-
perature disagreement from the model node 1 and it was 
not desirable to extrapolate between nodes as this 
would assume a linear.temperature gradient. For reasons 
already expressed, the region near the input volume 
was· to be avoided because of the sensitivity due to the 
depth of the input volume • It is also desirable not 
to be -too far from the input volume as· this would pro-
. . ' . . . -
.- . ·: ''. . . 


















-'-----------_· ·-_--_----~-~::__:?~. The t<:>~-?~---~-~-~--~-'?<?~ is ina_c~e.~-~~~!'= ~?-~-- ,:l _____________ --~~·-·-_----·_--_--· ··~· '. 
ther1tlQC0Uple due to the insulat-ioii ____ iri-the ___ back- c·of•j:fe-r . .I 
for the clamp and the presence of a cutting chip. For----~~~··_--·-_··~-,·~·~,:~ 
-·-··-·------- ------· 
---------~~---------- _J:ill of the above reasons, node 1 was chosen as the 
- -·-~ ~ 1 • 
- _..:_ ______ .,. ··- ·-- ~ 
. - --:: __ -:-_ ---:· - . - ------~ . -·. "---- F, 
- . . -· 
I .. 
_______ .l99~t·ion for the welded thermocouple. 
·----
It can be seen 
·-·· . -----····---,,- ..__ 
-.. :. ..... ______ ~.:..:..:.-:-.~--· _:,-·------~ ...... _:. ___ ., .... ~.f.~Qm ..... t.h.~--- .. ~§-1.1§it.iv.t~t·y _ ~-;g~.l.Y~i s _ ~h.9-.i: _:g_Qq~ 1 ... is one of the :<_ .. ---- -· -_-=-=:,:·-.--· ...... . 
. -~·.- .. · .. ·. . . ' -
-
nodes that is least affected by changes in K, K, h, 
. ----------~ ----------- ·---~---·----------~---- -- ·-·----·····-------------··---·-····· 
. .. p. t . . ... -·--· -------· 
, . 
--------··~ .. , ~ ... ·' --'-
Tp' Tt' Tb' and input volume. Placing the thermocouple ,, .. 
-:~-' 
' , 
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from the chip. 
-· _:_ ______ ··-----·-' - . - --------·---·---- -·--··· The question of when the tel!!Perature __ shoulg be _____ _ 
-------- -·----·· 
--···-·--····--------~-'-----~----·-------···--· -· . . . ·····-. ··---- -··-··--··-·-·----·--···-------- -- - -·--·-·· ·--------···--------·-··-- ---
,-- . -· ---·----------' ·-- ' ..... 
·'\.. 
read was the next item investigated. Since these tem-
perature readings would be compared to the steady state 
readings of the model, the time of the reading should 
be that necessary to come to steady state. This is 
where the use of the unsteady state .equations is util-
. ized. Approximating the time it would take the various -
nodes to reach their steady sta-fe temperatures from the 
development of the final model, it was assumed that it 
~-~---·-----------··- ·--- ... 
would take nod~ 1 about 45 seconds to reach its steady 
··· -- -··--···-- · -·-------- ····state model temperature. Since the values of Kp 1 Kt, 
• 
- - -- ~ -- -
and hare known for the model, it remained to determine 
Tp, Tt, and Tb for this time. The equations in Appendix· 
IV were used for this purpose and the resulting temper- -
0 0 
atures of Tp = 207 F, Tt =Tb= 169 F were obtained . 
Tools were used to cut at the various conditions and 
2 the crater area was roughly estimated to be .lSx.15 IN. 
This crater area would also have a negligible effect 
-, 
in altering the temperature gradient for the same reasons _ 
- - --~--·-·· ---------
-
-·----- - -------·-·-·--······-----·· ---·---·--
- . ~- :-~-----·- __ -- .. ·-,; - ---- -~-----·-------·-····--····· .=.-.: ..: .. · • . -··--·--·----·~--···-·-····-····-·· -·----·-. 
--------·-------~----. ----- -- ·. . -- ·--- ----·- - . 
as the depth of the input volume. Knowing all the 
- -------~---
- ph¥sical constants (h, = 2, K = 1. 8, 
II-------,---,~ .. ~------ --·---- - ·- ' - . 
-- - ... ' . - .. ·- --- . -- p -
vironmental conditions (input volume 
Kt= 53.22), en~ 
= .lSx.lSX.03125 IN3 , - ··- .. ~ - / 
I_. .• 
, , - · --- · -.. - ---- - 0 0 
-------------Ti.__b __ =;_ Tt·---;; 169-- F, -T =-~9-7 ·-F)-- and the dimensions of the 
- -- - --- -- - -------- "' II II p II .. . . . ---- II 
_ _ _ _ _ tool (1/2 x 1/2 x 3/16 ) and the .. thickness .(all A. P = .. 1/4 .) .•.. ---~~:...-_--:-..... -.... ~ .. ~.:.-:·~--~::·--.: - ~~-·----.~· .......... ,.ur-~-......__J-·-'-"--·~· .. -'"' ...... ~cu,-...,:_.;;;~;..;;:: ___ . __ ................. ~~-·-··-·,···'""' .. .. .. ·- ···-··· . ·• .. '• --···· ...... , ...••... ; •.... ,......... - -·····-·--- - ···r·········· ·······-········ - ... · .• .• ---··-··· -····-····:··-···--····-· .... _, ·-· . . . ..... .... . . -··· .•...•. ,· - •.• ,,_. . . -··· ..• --
------~-----ana location of the insulation; a stea\iy state temperature-
··,., 
---------- ---- ----···-··---·· 
distribution could be obtained for any given T. t· 
· . 0 inpu 
---------;A;--·-·T··:---·-- -----------·-of--13-2 5-----p- ·was·-----c·hosert -·a·soe ing r epre se-rit:a tive 
. input 
- . - ------·-------,-..,---· 
........ 
. ; 
. ~ .. 56 
li . 
, I 'l 
.· ~ .. ,. 
- - -·-~.·.,;-·---·-·---·--
I 
- _- . ....--- - : ' 
\'. . •. . 
I' •. 
') 
,, .: .···· .. ·. .-
of the interface temperatures for the various cutting 
conditionse> . Figure 14 shows the. ca.lculated node 1 
0 
temperature. of 1102 F for the above condi.tions and 
input temperature. In the same figure is a plot of the 
unsteady state conditions for the same parameters, only 
now Tb, T , a.nd T increased with time according to t . p 
the third order equations derived. It was assumed 
that the crater area did not vary greatly with time. 
Comparing the two plots, it was concluded that 45 
seconds was ample·time for node 1 to reach steady state 
and an accurate thermocouple reading could be taken 
- ~~ ··i:- -- - -··-
at this time. Also in Figure 14 is a plot of experimental 
data taken for a cutting condition with the same ·physical 
setup as described by the model and an input temperature 
0 
· ·of 1326 F (X7030-8 tool, speed = 350 SFPM, feed =· • 0204 
IN/REV, and depth of cut= .075 IN). The experimental 
·readings lag the unsteady state model readings_ at the 
early pa~~ of the cut and then approach the steady state 
readings along with the unsteady state model. This 
disagreement during the transient state is partially . . . 
··--·--------_/) . - ---·----··--·--·····-·-·-----·,·---·-···- ··-·······-~·- <, ·-··· ······-··-····-··- -- ·······-· ····--·----·----------;r·---· .. - ... -· .. - .. ---·--.·-
due to the sensitivity of the recording potentiometer 
~ . 
~- ______ (it ~.~ke-~ ___ 9-__ ;~ __ !_J,. __ ·~---~~-~91}_9-~- to traverse full scale). 
~--~----~ :1 !; 
;,; The analytical model is then eomp].;~te ~ a-~~~t.h_~--- ' Fl 
- ------~- ·--·--·-1, 
,.. 
node 1 temperatures for-·variou-s-·iiiput. temperatures ·-·cari . :I] . I 
. . . ·- . d ( 1 · 1 · >' 11 .,_h . d t b r - - ·· ···----·-·-···-------------·-·······-····--··-----··-·· -··-···n· o· w be ···p· lotte · · 1near --1-ne ·- ··-· a- ··-· -- .\;.; -- at· remaine · - o · e ·· -·-·-----------··----- -·· ·. ·- .· ; 
·~·--···----~-----:--~ ... ~~---·--..---·---.._~···-·--~···"'·-~ ..... -~ ... ~ -·-···· ........ ,- .... -·· . - ·- .. . .. - .. .. ··--···- -· -· ..... ··- ·- .-- ...... I· ···-···.··· --~-- ··-·-····· -·- ·--· - . . ··"· - . . . ·- ·- - -·· ·:~ ---·- ---------r--·~-;::-~-·::::--.=-.::~· ...... ::--;:--·""."--:-_~----.---·-.~-_ ... - . :l' 
.. 
. '- . ·.- \ .' 
• ,, ' . .,,. ._' 0 0 M ... , .. , ··-~ < • • • 
.-J'. :; . -- .. 
--------·--·i~ 
- temperatures and temperature readings .at the same, 
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'•-" I SELECTION OF CUTTING CONDITIONS 
were used for collecting data for the verification 
II II II. 
of the 1/2 x 1/2 x 3/16 temperature model. Three 
tool grades contained 12% Co and 88% WC with a fine, 
medium and coarse grain size. Two grades contained 
15% Co and 85% WC with a medium and coarse grain 
• size. 
The work material was AISI Cl020. Appendix II 
contains a breakdown of the composition and physical 
.~ properties of the tools and work inaterials. 
Two different cutting conditions were chosen to 
insure a difference in tool-chip interface temperature. 
One condition was a roughing cut of 350 SFPM, feed 
'· of'-.0204 IN/REV, and depth of .100 !N, the other was 
a finishing cut of·400 SFPM, feed of .0204 IN/REV and 
depth of .075.IN. A rough and finishing cut were 
run for two of.the 12% Co tools, and a rough and fin-
ishing cut were run for the two 15% Co tools. An 
'' 
. ' ...... , 
~--·····-····----···---"·-----·-""--· -----·---·-·- ----arbit-i:a-ry----e-ondit ien-- was · sele-et-ed for the third- -l-2% ·Co ··· ----- ··· 
. . 
tool. An outline of the cuttiftg. conditions is con-
-------'----·------~-~~~=~-------~~;~ed in·- Appendix VII. 
' 
. I ' 
-- --- -------· --·· ... ....... 1 
------· --------Two ... r.eadings were ... tak.e-n------for-----a-n ..... -e.st-imate- of -ea-eh-------------------------. ------·----·----:··-
1-----...,.,,..-·------_---_--·_· __ - _i_n_p~-~--~-~-~per_a ture.,_ __ a_nd ___ 4 _ node ....... tempera t ur ~ ~---··we_re __ ~~a .. ~~-~-~d ·----~ 
·-- ·-------~--'"i_-=_~:.~~::=..=.=---- for, each grade tool and its cutting condition. -··six 
--- -· .-,- -
"······---·-·- ·"·---~~·=~~--=· -.-~··· · ·-dif'fe-rent tool--s-of· the- same- grade were · used ·for each---- -· -~-·- --~--~---.. ---·--· 
........:...... __ __,___,.,.,......--c·utting __ conditio_nt ____ ~~9. ..... -~Q~ ____ the input temper~atu_re and_-________ _ 
..... -- .......... -- . . four for the. node readings • 
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readings for each of the five cutting tools and 'their ·-· - ··· 
respective cutting conditions. Appendix VII gives the 
----"-·'.:. _ ____ _ measured. tool-chip interface temperatures for the 
--• . 
. II. - . 





same conditions at which the different tools were run 
when the experimental node 1 temperatures were measured-. 
The linear regression formulas for the calibration 
data were used to convert the tool-chip thermocouple· 
· millivolt output into temperatures.· 
The comparison of the experimental data and cal-
culated model data can be seen in Figure 15. As dis-
cussed-earlier, the model temperature for node 1 'has 
a linear relationship with input temperature. The 
experimental data shows reasonable agreement with the 
predicte~ model temperatures._ 
If just the node temperatures had been experiment-
ally measured and they were used with the -model to estimate 
a tool-chip interface temper,ature, th-e largest dis--
o 
crepancy would have been 91F. The model would have 
. . C) pred-icted an input temperature of 1235 F for the X7030-9 
.. 
-- -- ----- ----





















·- ---- ------- -· --- .i 
:~ 
- -------·-····- ···--·---- -
' .. 
·---~ .. ---- ·-----··---------- --·--------·-··- -· 
data whereas the experimental temperature was measured· 
----- ---- ------- -~---- - - -------
----------. -to--~-1-3-46()F~The other. four··· r_eadings · showea-arsc::rep= ---=---:._: ---:---:--- ·. 
---· --- 0 0 0 0 -·-
·----·------ ---'·--'--·-. -------- -- - an.cies of 15 F, 27 F, 0 · F, and 70 F between what the 
·--
--· ---· - - -- -- -- - - - -- - - - -·-- --- ----- - - ---- -·· ---· --- -- - - - ~ - -- -- --· ------------·--· - . - . - . . - - -- ··--- ···------·····-···-··-. -·-·····-···---·-· --· ·-·· -·-···---- ..... ··-- ·······--······------------
. . 
--·~- ---··--- -- ---------------- -· 
--
model wou_ld have predicted and what was measured ex-
--
- ------------=---~~-" z·~ ,--------- perimentally· ~or the" tool..;_chi p inter £ace temperatures. 
L 
----The-----0ver-al--l -average·····--disagreement··---for···t1ie·---·-f1,re--·--·e·ot5ls----"-
·--- ~- ~-: _____________ :- --is. 41°F, which is within approximately 3% of the mag-
··,·, 11•' 
- . . 
. ·.1 _·i 
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thermocouples are not necessarily: the true ~verage tool- . 
chip interface temperatures. There are many possibilitie~ · 
.for error when using a tool-work thermocouple as 
. mentioned in the introduction, however, it is the 
•. - ·_-;_...:.::: ..... - ---=--.:::..-______ _, - -~ . 
·-
-
best experimental method available at the present with 
r---. -=~- ---- -- ---.-- ---------·--·::-~which to _ verify the model. It . so happens, that tool ... - --~---~----- .. -
···-··-----~~---
---~ _-'.·.ce;c...-..:...........a_. ~ 
X7030-9 (exhibiting largest discrepancy between model 
and experimental data) was the only tool that did not 
follow the general trends for the tool-work thermocouple 
calibration data for Co content, grain size and cutting 
The slope of the linear model. line in Figure 15 
i··s approximately 1.25; that is, for every 4 degrees 
\ 
in.error the node-readings a;e from the true node tern-
i 
p~rature, the model input temperature will be altered 
by 5 degrees. Naturally, if node readings are to 
eve_ntually be used for predicting input temperatures 
_ 'the smaller the slope the smaller is the effect of error 
·-·---.. --................. ___________ \,,_ .,... ... _____ ,,_,, ________________ _. ................................................ -..... .. .............. . 
. -· .... - ··- .... - . . - - - . ~ . . - ·-- -·-·-· ----- -~------- -·· 
---· ...... _ ------ __ ,~"'~·--:---~·-·:----.. ---·--. ·1·n node re·adirrgs and ·the· smaller is- the effect of. in .... _-::-.. : ---· .. ---~- -~T-_ .. -~~-----~-~=== 
---------· --




An; analysis of variance (Appendix IX) was con-
•~··--··-,.c,--.-.~--.-..... _ -r.......---~--,......--~-- ... rt.---·-·~·~·-·· .. -,~---- ----·---.-~··•·------••-•,-...•-··_.., _____ --···· ... 
ducted in order to determine the significance of the 
.. --------·--------·-··--· -------
---
-- - - ----·-··-- ---·--·-··-------·---.
-----··-··----··-···-- ---- ··-· --- -
·'----------·····--- --· 
..................... , ........... 
-- ......................... --·-
-----~-----.. ---~---------~ 
·two··· ·cutti·ng- c·on·dition·s·--an·d·-·t·o· ·est-imate t-he ·var-i-anee-·--and ---~ 
'I 
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. ---·-·· __ _.,.: __ , ____ ;..; ......• ·. ---······--·---····· -
., 
. ' 
. . . 
standard deviation for experimental node and: input· 
':"·:-r.r· ..... -.. ,:/ 
_temperatures., - -The- F r-at-io-for- -the- among·-·t·oo1s··w1En-
in cutting condition was calculated to be 2.14 
(1438.19/672.19) which when compared to the F ratio 
fo~ 99% cofidence level for 3/5 degrees of freedom, 
12.10, showed that there was no significant difference 





· .• · .• ,,r·~-·~•:,::,:,~~~=~--;:;;-:c··.-_· 
- ,_,, __ , ___ ,_, .•• ""c,7', .. "•-.,;.,",-~,~---·~- - error variance and the among tool within_ cutting con-
dition variance could then b~ ppoled to calculate the --





--------~-~~___..;.;..c;...__---99-%---confidence·--·1eve-i---ita- -a~grees · -of···'free-dom-~--th--e-------- w > 
•,. 
ratio is 11.30 from the tab-le· of F values. The cal-
culated between cutting ratio was .682 (1430.28/2110.39). 
It could then be concluded that there was no significant 
differences for input temperatures ih regard to cutting 
- ·-- ------------·---
~ --- -----------~--- --·-------·-
-------·-----·-- -·- --- -- - -- -___ _ conditions. This is not a surprising conclusion since 
,c. the two cutting conditions used to obtain the experimental 
data were 350 SF.PM, • 0204 _,IN/REV, .100 IN, and 400 SFPM, · 
• 
----- ----- . ------------ -- --·· --- -
.0204 IN/REV, .075 IN. The second condition has a higher ./ 
·> 
speed than the first which would tend to increase cutt-
ing temperatures, and it also has a lower feed which 
. . 
] 
would lower the cutting temperatur~s. The ·two--·-con~ - -
_. ·-·--·------- --- ------------·- - - --- - . 
----- ----- ----·----·-- ·-. --
ditions would be expected to have approximately the same 
--····. - ... , .... •:··-·~------""--·0w•·~--- .... , .... ,, ..... '-,-"'-' . 1,···.---··· 
- ----- - --- ---- -- - -- -- - - - .. -·-· ··- -- - - - ::-- .. 
~~--~-1----=--~==-~-~---·_·-~--_-----_-_____ --:----: ___ -------- --'-Phe-~--s-tandara--a.-eviaE ion for the exper irnent a 1 inter-
-------- -- . · · face temperatures and node temperature/were calcUlated . ··-,--------. ---·--.~------- - .. -~~----~--
. 
-- ----- ~ 
to be 26 and 27 degrees Fahrenheit (J'l0888. 5/15, and 
- -.... -------- ---· ·-·--····----- " -- --------- - --· -- --- ------
·----------· -- -_··::~:~--=-=.:..===---'--· ~--"--'----'-----~-t-~--;---~-~~-- -'73] 6 b. 99/s j reSpeCtiV~iy:- Th~--~~:u~;-;f ~q~~~es data for 
• I 
·-··t •. 
'I • • •-' 
' ' 
; r' 
'· - 63 
' / ''' 
( 
,···---·---·------,...---------------------------------,,..:)' 
· , . the interface temperatures can be found in the results 
---'----'-----,..----O£-----anal.y.s i S---- o-f ---var-ian c ~ ----- .in--.. -Appe n d ix . IX.----T.he-- .. same-------
., 
f ormu la was used to obtain thJ, sum of sq.uares for the 
node temperatures. 
If the model was a true representation of the 
·. . II .• ·,· 
' . 
,,------.,--------------liea.t flow for the cutting tool----and---the-node temperat-u-:r;es 
~L__L 
- ....., . ~-J-
.- > ;, : ' 
. . . 
were used to estimate tool-chip inte·rface temperatures, -- -- _, __ ~-~ ---- --- -
- + 
----- ·----------- ·--"then· 95% of all node re·adings ( - 2 standard deviations) 
----·-- -~--- ····------ ------- . . ---.----··• ·---- -r-~·-··, - - ··-_--_ --_ --.,. 
-~--~~~~---·· w~uld be within! 54 degrees of the true node reading. ---- -- -------~-
.-i-------___:_ _ _rp:h-i-s-whe-n~-ex-t-ra-po-litted . to, the_ line.ar relat._i.onsh.ip ___ of'_~- ,. .. -·· 
- ------·-- ----~----
--- ---.~the-- i-npu-t----t-emperat-ur.e-t0---node . tetn-per:ature. (-sl-ope----o-f----l.-2-S-}- . ·_ 
would result in estimated temperatures that would be 
either 67.S°F higher or lower than the true input temp-
/ 
-:.~ eratures. In the_ range of temperatures where these 
. ,· 
•\' 
standard deviations are estimated, ·this would be within 
I;.'-..."' 5:.· 1%--accur-ac·y--(-s;-~~-~s1r:;zs-,~.~ · --This-· is under · · the-a·s·sumpt:·ion~----- · 
that the model is correct, and worst case condition exists. 
t 
.,. 
- . ---- -- -
- --- ---·-
' 
--·--·----~ ---~ ·----~--.., --~ -~ ··-· .. ··-·-~-~-- -- __ _.._ 
j_ --- ----·----. -------·--·· ·-· 
--------------,,--~--
---- ·--------- - --- -
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As stated previously, the purpose of this stud~-
was -to develope a mathematical model for the deter-
mination of the ~ver-all temperature distribution 
for a cutting·tool and the ·average tool-chip inter-
face temperature. The following conclusions can be ---, 
,,. • . . 
-drawn based on the results of .this experimentation • 
. -
-~ ... - -,,, •, -
j, ... ' 
r 
----· • ·- -- - ~ -- - -,-.. ~---- ---- ., ·- -- ---- -- --- ·- - - - - 1 
... I 
--·-.. ~-~---· ·---·- -.· 




1. A.mathematical method can be used for the 
----~-------------· -
. -determination · of tool-chip interface temperature from 
the node me·asurement of temperatures on a cutting tool. 
2. It was found that the model was. extremely 
.sensitive to accurately depicting the experimental 
--setup----{nen-per-f ect ~ i-n-s-u-·lator s ,-------air -g-aps·;- -pr·oper 
volume, etc.). 
- - ----·--"r --- ----·--
3. Radiation and convection heat· losse·s on all 























stantiates this assumption which is JJJade_ in all of the 




'. . previous analytical work in the literature. :. J 
- ' 
---------------- ····-·------ ----- - -
- -- - - - ----~-- --------- -
:· JI 
-----·------·---·------------------· 
-•- ·____;_.=---- -- ·-·- ·-- -- ·-··---·---
·,.. -, 
- :.. <::J ---~----- ___ -~---------·--;~---= - .. --___ · · _____ --. ~~------------- _4----~~~ne_ tner-maI- -. co.ndu.cffJ::v-f ty~--a-nd- specif--i~c--~he·at~of-~~~---~---~--------· ~--------.. -----·- -----, = 
._ _______________ ..=----=·- =· =---=---====--=-=--= ... ---- - ------·. 
the-tool, as well as the insulating material, can be 





I . ' value for the average bulk temperature. This will not 
. ' 
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AREAS FOR FUTURE STUDY 




-· ·-··----:- ...•.. -·-···------ .. ·,:. ___ : - ..... -. ·-- -- - -
/_ .------~---~-,.-~-----------------,---~-------------· :/ 
.• I 
- ... - -- -- -:-;;- - ---
. Future work on the extension of the relaxation 
method to the development of mathematical methods.and 
their application to metal cutting processes should 
b·e conducted in the following areas: 
l. · A more detailed study on the effect of physical 
constants, environmental parameters, and other va~iables 
~n cutting temperature distribution should be· inves-
' ., 
...... -; 1· •, 
•• - ' I • • 
' 
. ,.,. · .. 








' 2. A closer comparison -should be made for the 
temperature versus time cu~ves between the unsteady 
state model and experimental data. 
-- •- - - - - - -·-- - - ---- ---- - ---- ----- ·. ·-------·· ---- - ---- - ------·- -- - ---------~-------···--.----·-·-·---· .. 
.. 
3. A 1 model should be developed with a finer node. 
distribution, especially at the area of the input tem-
~peratures. Then a closer and more accurate description 
of variables can be made~; 
------- - -
---- --·---- --------
-- --- -· -- -·4. ·-·-- otner- noae-··-1oca-t·ion--s- s-h-o--u-1tt-b1:=-crsed-~ter-
-
-- - - -- ----~- ----· . -· - -
- - -------- ------ ·-----~--------
mine the optimum position for reducing heat.loss error, 
~---- ·-· ....... ··-· ....... .... ·--· ·-
-=~~~:::..: ............. -.-· ··~------~ . .:--~----~--'~--:-~-=·=_- .·a.~na ....... e~i:-or- ciue -€-o. ~1rigfi-·'Een(pera-Eu·re··-cgradl:eht'·-re·g:i-=orts ~-~-~..c~~-~-·-· ... . 
-------~----····--···- . 
. - . 
. ' . ' 
5. The developm~nt of .a standard type tool holder, 
better insulating material, and more convenient method 
---··· --- ....• ·-:--.::=._ ___ ·~-
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r· 
.. 1 
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,; 
--·-·-··-- ' ___ ._. ___ ,·. ---~ . ~·--·-
.. l;f . 
6. The possible appl·ication of the relaxation 
. - . ---- ---- . 
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·-----,---,---t.echnique ____ for determining,. a- -temper at-ur-e distr ibut-±on---...,....._~,.....----~-~-
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.- APPENDIX I 
. Q ' 
Ii , ~ I : • 
. r\' 
. ' . 
- --· --- - - - - -------'·-- ~-.-.-- -- --- - ---- - ---- -- - --- . 
. l. . LeBlond 16 · inch· Heavey Duty _ Engi'ne Lathe 
~__:.::_:,__:='----"..-:-~--,---
2. u~s.· Electrical Motors, Inc. Va~idyne Control Unit 
----- ---- ·-- -· - ' ' --------- ' '' --:----·-· ---.3- ---
' ' ' . 
l • - ,. ·- ~, ••. -· ' -"'!- '< ' ' _, -- ... - ·" ~ ' - ' •..• ',. " • 
. . . " - -·-- ·--·--~---·------- _:_· __ -_- :. _________________________ ----~- -,-----·--· --
.. - - ----· ----------.. -· ---.--- ··- .. ____ - . . . ---- ~ -·-·-·· . --
·· ponent Lathe Dynamometer 
4. · Sanborn Company Strain Gage··Amplifier···anq-Twin 








G.E. 225 Computer 
~. 
Jones & Lams_on_ ~Opt.i-cal- G·omparator · and -Measuri~ng 
Machine 
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Honeywell High Speed Strip Chart Recorder 
' 0 Tool Holders (ground to 10 negative rake angle) 
a. Carboloy SBTR 16 
b. Kendex KSB4-86 
Stewart Warner Co. Tachometer 
Leeds and Northrup Co. Muitiple Point.Recording 
,, __ ,, ______ .. _______ ··-
---------· -----~,-,.-----.... ·----- Pot-ent iometer 
" 
' . ~ 
·:=·---=-=-=- -·· '' -·--'"----•• - •••• ok - ••• • · ••• 
......... ~,...--... ... ""'· .... ·---·-·..:...._--"-__:.:. _______ ,___ .... _ .... _ __;._, --==c~=-""""•= -...vnn....,..iE?{oa>:::nm-;;,si1iir1-..o '"""'' ------~------.---;-------------·----- 7 c,----.- ••. -
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----- ----- - - --~- ·-------~ --- · -Tool Materials and Work Materials 
Used for Verification of Model 
,i'; .,' J 




-·;· ----------. ~.----·· .----· ---------- . -· 
. " 
. A., . Tool Materials 
" " . 1 ~ The square cemented carbide tools used in the 
! . 
- - - - - . --- - ----.... -------------~--,-------;--·--· ----- -




gicaL- Products Department of the General El~c~ric 
. Company. 
.. . 
--- ------- - . _______ __, -- ...... - -- --- ·- --- . 




-Composition Size G/CM3 ness ~-- - . 
X7030 
-
5 88% WC-12% Co. Fine 14.33 90.l 
. ' X7030 6 88% WC-12% Co Medium 14.31 88.66 -
. .. -- -----------· 
. -- . - - . ---- .. 
~ 
- . - . - --- . - ····-· ----·· - . 
- -
x10-3·0---=- -1-·--=-=-~-8 a% WC-12% Co Coarse 14.29 87.66 ---- -------
X7030 
-
8·· 85% WC-15% Co Medium 14.02 .. --87. 20 
X7030 
-
9. 85% WC-1-S.% Co Coarse 14.03 86.33 
., 
- - . -
--
----





















--, ...... -- --- -
.B. ·work Materials 
-- .... ---- .. --
-.. --.. -----·-- -. --- -----------·----r. . a ATSI-·cro:to.----" Bethlehem-St~e_i_ Co-~- - --------
_: 
- ,. ··-----15----Heat No. 6.59J078 -----· 
··-· ._ ..... , .. ,. __ -- ·~ --···-----~--
-~-- _ ....... -·--··----·------------------------~ . _____ ,_,, __ - ' - ..... ,., ' .. 
•''.:,.'.".....:;..··. ::-···--- _____ ..__--. . -·----·-----~-
---- -- -------~---------.. -·- ___ ........----
----,··. I, 
·_: .. ·_:_:..~, .... _ -'--~··-·=~--·:: __ ·=·--·--~· =~~·~-. ~.::.:::=-'.:_·--------=·:.:_ __ ·~-~--~~--~-~~~-~-. - ---___ -~-~ -: ·. ·-
---- ·- ----, ------·- ···-· -
. •- ·--- ---- - ··-·-- ----------
1::.:·--~-=--·-:::.--==---=----·;;;_;.---~---....... - . =-_ _,,,,,,, _ __ ±""±---- AC 
--- · .. _____ ------------.----- ----
-·- ··-·-------------------- ..... -c; ... Diameter 7. 7 5 IN rd -----·· .--.-____:.-_ -----···---------- i I 
.I 
d Hardness 152 BHN 
, . 
. , 
·-- ------~ .. _ ............ - --e - Shear Strength 63-,0oo-----p-sI . ·- :~---- •44 ___ - ---------·----~·-- .-..-..--------- •• ··-···-· -------····· 
.... c"" ... - .:·"_' , ___ ::-:::--.===== 
==------f ____ .. ~~=~h§!!liggl. ... Gomp.oJ=~.i.t.ion __ _{_roNt •... L--------------------:--······~---"-··" .. ,,: 
: I 
, •. · •'fro . 
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SAE 4340 HRS 
-
Bethlehem Steel Co. 
Diameter 7.0 IN rd 
Hardness 321 BHN 
Shear Strength 1?7,600 PSI • 
Chemical Cornpos~tion (% Wt.) 
--- , ___________ _ 
p -------------- -----------------====================::::::-=====-,-:.~__:_::_~-
·- ·· - cc,cCr ____ Mo_ ~=--s ·si-
. ······- -·· .. 
Ni ' ~- -
- -- ---- -------·----- -
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Linear Regression Formulas 
Work Material AISI 1020 C 
- - I , , -
' J 
.. -.- ; 
- ------
--- . ----------·---·-----------~-~--,---------·- - - -· : ' - ~- - __ · __ -,,- '. __ ,_.- -_. - . ---- .. 
_., 
- --- ---- - - -·;':-- _; --'-=': ,-.\ - . '-. ·----- --
', 
. . 
A. Tool X7030-5 
. -·-- - ~ . . ; . . 
: I 
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'I 
2. Comparison of Experimental Values of Temperature 
and Values.Calculated by·Regression Equation 
. ~- ' . 
I • Observed Tool-Chip 
Millivolt Output 
'\ 11.5 
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~ B. , Tool X7030-.6 
. ' 
. - ··. '?"" ~·~ ·-·-·;.· -- . ···-·····.. .. ·• 
·-···----~· --
. 
------~--~----=-~-:-=:·~-=------=-·--=----.. =-----.. -=--·-=------·=---.. ·=---=----~--=l=-· ~'l'ool-C~ip Milli volt 91.l'tp~t Ver SUS T~~p~~-~t'l.1~~=··--=--=== =~=· 
. . 
,. . 
. . . 
- --- ·--r----·r·· - ·· ·-••- --·-~· 
. , 
-
TEMP.= 74.9198 x Millivolts - 97.1754 
• 4 
_., .. ~_:::2,,. ·. Comparison of Experimental Values ·of Temperature-
and Values Calculated by Regression Equation 
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·-------~-~----.------------:------------cuctin:g. . -------- - --M.V. Reading 
~ \ 
Tool Condition Tool-Chip Therm. 
-· - ---- ---, • -+----
X7030-5 S 400 SFPM 
F .0204 IN/REV 
D .075 IN 
18.75 
19.50 
. ___ ,, ________ -
..... -----·- - -- - ---~----- --- --- - --------- ·------------ --- -
--------- -~- ------ ------- ----- -----
---· · · -- ------- ·------.,---- .. _---------- x1·03-o~G S 350 -SFPM 
F • 0204 IN/REV.,· 
; 
4· 
". D .100 IN 
~----__,.__ ___ ,c-____ - ~--~.·-=;~------ . -~ -·------- - ------
X7030-7 
-·- ------~--- ---- -
S 350 SFPM 
F • 0204 IN/REV 






-· -·~ ··-----·----------~------.-----·--- ------·-·- -·-· ' . - -- ···------·--·---··------------·---,--.-·----~--~ --_- -, -_ _. . 
. --- ·- - - .. -- - -- --- . - ··t.,-s;r,------ - - - --·----- -
X7030-8 S 3·50 SFPM 
. .. ~ --· - - -· - - -
- . -- ------~- =---- ~- ------ ---- __ ..... F . 0204 IN/REV 




- - - --- ------------------- ---- -~---------..-.--- ----·- --
,1, 
- -X:7030~9 S 400 SFPM - . - ·- -- 19.375 
--- ·- ·-·. 
--- -- - -
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Equiv. 





0 Temp. _F 
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1326 
-- ---------
.... ------~----~--------- F · -~--0-204----IN,tREv---- 19 • 51f"---- ·-- ·----- ------ - -------------------- ----- -- --133 l 
·---·· ... _ -- . -~ . .. -...." .. ~:,_•• .•.c•~_-no_~'\""l.'l""'"~"'"--~-,--.,.,---~4.-...:::1 I I .. __ .. _____ - ____ ._.. __ ,,..---~, .. ,.,...,.... _ _.,.,_,,...,.. __ ~--,.....--i-- - ______ ..... h~- • - - --- -·- - - - flt t)•-••• •. 1•>•N> ...... .__ .• • • ..0 ' - - • .::.:--- - -
-- ' - '--·-· -- __ , - --·-- -
- -D • 075 IN - ------- - -__:_ ..... _'._:._._ 
- ----- -~---· -· ~----:~--~- -_ -·. -~-------- - - --~~---~-y-·-::_::___ --=---- -=- .. '- ~ ... -...· 
.... ' 
. ,· 
---'--~---·--·--·--~------••·•-·---·--·---------••-••-•••••-••--•-••·-----------.--·----·-------M--- -----.-- ---•------------0,J--------~------------~-----~··•·------.- -----
1------------,-,---,.---,---;-:------------------- ------
. ' 
.' _i .' ·'< .. •··.-' •. ', I .:,:,. • 'I·-.• ...-..:••..., - • ;• .. , ., .. , - ~, ,· .,!; 
* Temperature reading is calculated for a 45 second 
r·unning time 
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·comparison of Temperature at Node 1 as Deter-
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mined by the Model and Measured Experimentally 
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Average Tool-Chip 
____________ ,. ___ --- - 0 
---~p.ter face Temp. _ F 
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Re~ults of Analysis of Vari.ance . 
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---~---·Cutting). Conditions and Input Temperatures 
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Source of 
Variance 
-:-Degrees of Sum. of 
Squares 
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F Ratios: 99% Level 
3/5 = 12.10 
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3·;s = s.41 
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